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Masters of Horror.
Artist: Eric Pigors,
Anack of the living Dead.
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BE A MONSTER! • MAKE A MONSTER! * ENLIST & UPLOAD! m MONSTERSTV.COM TO ENTER!



Cover Artwork by Jeff Rebner!

THIS ISSUE: This third issue of HorrorHound gives fans of The

Texas Chainsaw Massacre films something to howl about. Updated

coverage of the new prequel is presented, as well as news on the mer-

chandise spawning from this feature film. Toy news from NECA’s Cult

Classics and Sideshow Collectibles quarter scale line reveals more

Leatherface love with exdting new figure releases!

Speaking of Leatherface, our "Faces of Horror’ series continues

this month with the masks of The Texas Chainsaw Massacre. All the

classic skin-masks used in the original feature film are presented for

fan viewing as well as information on whether the masks still exist to

this day! This article is one fans will NOT want to miss. Also this issue,

we continue our series on Serial Killers and the Impact their true-life

madness has had on cinema. In keeping with the theme of this issue,

our focus this month is on the legendary murderer Ed Gein. The man
that inspired Hitchcock’s Psycho and Hooper's Chainsaw.

Celebrating its 20th anniversary is one of the most overlooked

movies in horror - The Texas Chainsaw Massacre 2 HorrorHound

takes a look at the history of the film, including tons of rare memorabil-

ia. news on the long awaited special edition DVD and interviews with

the cast and crew of this horror gem!

The original Chainsaw was one of the first films to be attad<ed by

the british censors in the UK during the 70s, and HorrorHouncfs own

Paul Davis takes a look at the history of this incident as well as the fall-

out which led to over 70 films banned in the UK dubbed the 'Video

Nasties’- One of the most detailed documents of what really happened

is presented on page 34.

A look back at the career of mask maker Jeremy Bohr, the art of

Eric Rigors and his ToxicToons. our Roadkill; On the Road with

HorrorHound senes (featuring WonderFest, Monster-Mania Con and

Transworld coverage), our GoreHound feature on the new Unearthed

release of Bone Sickness and our movie news featuring Behind the

Mask. Sin-Jin Smyth. Monster House and Showtime’s second season

of Masters of Horror are all included - plus more!

MOVIE NEWS
TCM, The Grudge 2,

Behind the Mask,

Monster House.

Halloween, etc

DVD NEWS
Featuring SLiTHER,

Sci-Fi Boys, etc

TOY NEWS
Featuring Cult

Classics. Sldesliow,

SOTA, Mezco, etc

Artist Spotlight:

ERIC PIGORS

UK CENSORSHIP
A History of the

“Video Nasties"

ROADKILL
Haunted Attractions

Show Coverage

ROADKILL
Monster-Mania 5

Convention

BOOKS
Recent hooks

starring Toxie,

John Landis, etc

GareHound;
Bone Sickness,

Skate Gore.

Joel M. Reed

FEATURED

CREATURES
Jeremy Bohr

FAN SPOTLIGHT

Darren Hughes

cwnni-
WWW.horrorhound.com

MASTERS
of HORROR
Season 2

FUN PAGES
A Horrific take

on a Vintage Ad

The History of

TCM2 with

Interviews with

Cast and Crew

ERIC PIGORS

Pull-Out

POSTER

RUBIE’S
Halloween

Announcements

ROADKILL
WonderFest 2006

Show Coverage

COMIC BOOKS
Final Destination,

SeTen, Old Boy,

Army of Darkness,

Darkman, etc

Serial Killers:

ED GEIN

LEATHERFACE
The Look of an

American Legend

An Original

Short Story

(An Old Fashianed

Zombie Love Story)

HorrorHound

Hall of Fame;
Texas Chainsaw

Massacre

Fans of American Werewolf in London (our original solicited cover): don't be upset, as it will receive "coverage" in a future issue.
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Foltowing the second issue of HorrorHound (which in actuality, is the first issue widely available at such outlets as Borders Booksellers and Hot

Topic mall stores), fans made it very apparent that we must be doing something nght. Internet traffic on www.horrorhound.com and

myspacg.com/horTorhound has been terrific, and submissions for work and letters have been very encouraging. All that we at HorrorHound ask, ts

that you continue to show your support. Notjust with HorrorHound. but with the horror industry in general. Go see the movies, buy the dvds and col-

lect the merchandise! This is a fan-fed business and it will only grow with support/ Tell your friends and feed the big-bad beast known as the Horror

Industry! Make sure you write to us and let us know notjust what you think of the magazine, but everything we are covering as well! Send your fan

art. tattoo art, original stones and a^lecbon pics. Thanks tor reading we wd keep clawing away at the next issue!

Nathan Hanneman

Editor. HorrorHound

Though not based on the Jeffrey Combs version. Herbert West did appear in HP Lovecrafl's CUiulhu. Millennium, 1994. I

John McDonagh

[Editors Note' Comic Book; shown at right. Thanks John. Fans who missed our took at the hisforyofthe Re-Animator I

series, check out HorrorHound ff2! West also shoukS check out Cthulhu, as pointed out by John here.]

1 Just picked up the 2nd issue the other day. the cover caught my eye. and 1 started loolung at it and it's really awe- 1

some, cool artiefes. I'm ti^ng to get the 1st issue. Do Htey come out monthly? 1 was wondering how many issues are In a

yeai's subscription.Keep up the good work.

Johnny B [from myspace] I

[Editors Note: Thanks Johnny. Info on HorrorHound's schedule, as well as back issue sales can be found on our offi-

cial website: www.horrorhound.com. To answeryourquestions though. HorroiHound is currently Qoarterfy with a years sub-

scr^Dt^ (four-issues) available forjust $24! Order form on page 57!]

I have to say that Issue 2 of HorrorHound is the best thing I have laid my eyes on. You keep all ^ns happy, one of a kind! Keep it up!

Nicole Meljanac, Indiana

I had the fine pleasure of discovering your magazine yesterday. I absolutely love it!!! Great article on the Michael Myers masks, and the toy

review was very infonnative. Best of luck and I look forward to future issues!

Jenn [from myspace]

Just ptcked up HorrorHound issue 2 and guess what it was

better than the first issue...l totally dig this mag and love

the articles (especially the Re-anfmator and Halloween

Mask sections). Keep up the good work. I will need to get

two copies from now on one to read and one to save.

Richard [from myspace]

I've been into hont>r movies since my mom first let me

watch Friday The 13th when I was a wee lad! Anyway I'm

writing about your Potenbal Cult Classics pssue 2). It’s a

great list however I think you guys left out some really

important classics. So I made my own Top 5 ‘Should Be

Classics [action figures]!' Check it out;

1: Jack Torrance (77»e Shining)

2: PennyWise (Sl^hen King’s IT)

3: Peter {Dawn of the Dead)

4: Dr. Freodstein (House 6y the Cemerery)

5: Angela (Sf^paway Camp)

Joe [from myspace)

Right Ongmal Art by Malt Parmenter- from Cincinnati, Ohio
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TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE-

ILXAS
CHAINSAW'

\s.sA( lu.

In 1 969, two brothers are getting ready to serve their country in the Vietnarr

war. As a last-ditch effort to secure their relationships with their girlfriends, they

have decided to take a road trip through the barren highways of Texas. A

mishap occurs, which demands the attention of local authorities (enter Sheril

Hoyt) which in turn leads these teens on a terror trip that they may not survive

Major plot points of interest

(for the TCM series fans) in

this installment include the

origins of Leatherface and

his dead-skin-masks, as

well as backstory into the

family and how Old Monty

becomes confined to a

wheel chair. The film, which

Is set years prior to the last

j

Texas Chainsaw Massacre

I

movie, stars Jordana

Brewster, Taylor Hadley,

Diora Baird and Matthew

Bomer, and is being direct-

ed by Jonathan Liebesman.

Fans of the saw have

been divided on the retelling

of this classic tale. For those

who did not like the 2003

remake, due to its dark and

artistic design, can feel rest

assured that this film will hopefully offer a new visual perspective on the claj

sic series. On top of a new creative staff, rumors have been rampant of man]

homage-moments scattered throughout the movie, including a 'dinner' scer^

harking back to the days of the 70s original. Shown above are some of th;

scarce studio-released images from the film, as welt as a look at the offica

theatrical one-sheet poster (arguably the best looking TCM poster producef

since the “Breakfast Club” TCM2 poster from 1 986). Look for Texas Chainsdi

Massacre: The Beginning in theaters

October 6, 2006. Ca
me i

This Halloween there will be no short supply of new Leatherface merchandise. Two brand-new masks for the

film will be available (as well as decorative material) through Ruble’s (shown below) and an action figure box set

from NECA featuring Thomas Hewitt with his work bench (silhouette shown at right) are planned.

Y'

A
. A

We at HomrHound appreciate when a franchise picture is being handled by a

group of professionals with a background in horror and love for the genre. While the

known parbcipants in 77?e Texas Chainsaw Massacre; The Beginning need no intro- .

duction to us HorrorHounds (Andrew Bryniarski as Leatherface, R. Lee Ermey as

Sheriff Hoyt, Terrence Evans as Old Monty and FX wizard Greg Nicotero taking over

special effects duties on the film (including designing new masks for Thomas Hewitt)).

We thought it would be interesting to give you • the readers, some behind the scenes

information on the new talent coming on board for this upcoming feature. Shown at

right is a quick stat sheet detailing the genre background of the new blood. The list

indudes only those who have had former experience in horror. We hope this (very)

short list of stats put the skeptical viewers minds at ease?

mHUUHt STATS
TALENT RESUME

Jonathan Liebesman

(Director) Darkness Falls

David J. Schow (Writer) The Crow

Critters 3 and 4

Leatherface: TCM III

Jordana Brewster (Actress) Faculty

Did You Know? Nicotero designed the Leatherface mask for both TCM: The Beginning and 1990's TCM III.
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Cult Classics returns this Spring with a brand

new series ol highly detailed poseable

action figures. Each figure conies with ^
movie accurate accessories and v

diorama bases.

Stiaun of the Dead 2004 WT Venture LLC.

Licensed by Universal Studios Licensing LLLP All Rights Reserved

Child's Play 2 is a tcadeinaik and copyright of Universal Studios.

Licensed by Universal Studios Licensing LLLP AH Rights Reserved

GEORGE A ROMERO'S DAWN OF THE DEAD it's logo, the zombie head arxJ all

associated characters are TM ol the MKR Group. Inc c'' 1978. 2005 The MKR Group. Inc.

Bubba Ho-Tep 2005 Silver Sphere Corporation



Every Halloween at midnight, the devil simultaneously appears

in two places. The High Plains of India and a quiet cemetery in

Kansas. It's November 2nd. The Day of the Dead. Two Federal

Marshals report to the small town of Shin Bone, Kansas, moments

after a tornado warning, to transport a prisoner with no past and

no identity. He is known only as Sin-Jin Smyth.

The set up makes your hair stand on its ends. It isn’t every day

you read about an upcoming horror movie that actually looks like

it has the potential to be a hit, but the buzz behind Sin-Jin Smyth

has been strong, and it hasn't even been pegged for theatrical

release (as of press time). Starring Richard (Three O'clock High)

Tyson (as US Marshal Tyree), Rowdy Roddy Piper (as US

Marshal Trent Folly) and Jonathan Davis (from Korn; as Sin-Jin

Smyth) the film has already been given a number of press

screenings with great reviews by the likes of The Horror

Channel and Reel Horror... but wiUi all the screenings and

buzz... the question that still comes to mind when approached

about the film is... Who is Sin-Jin Smyth\7 We were able to

speak with director Ethan Dettenmaier and star Richard Tyson

to find out more about the film, and how it came together:

This hofTor story set on a remote (Insh) farm tells of

3 lonely ^rmer who gives permission for genetic testing

to be done on his livestock - and a cou(^ who find them-

selves in the wrong place at the wrong time, falling victim

to a new breed of homor. Already released in the UK and

France, look for Isolation to peek its head in the US this

July.

Will Smith has been a lot of things over the years. A

legendary boxer, a space alien cop and a talking fish...

but in 2007 he will be able to say ‘IAm Legend. Vincent

Price and Charlton Heston now have company. Based on

the 1954 novel by Richard Matheson (who also wrote Hell

House in 1971) IAm Legend tells the story of a lone

healthy survivor of a biological war. who must now^ off

with a host of nocturnal mutants. This classic story's

retelling is set for a tentative US release in July. 2007 No

word (XI if the story will deviate from the source material

too harshly (ie: loss of vampirical elements, tmeframe the

story takes place or Will Smith over-utilizing his catch

phrases) as the film is in post with only this info revealed;

ft will star the Fresh Prince nimself.

The Asian monster flick The Host has been gaining

buzz overseas, which means in time the movie should

take over many HorrorHound's thoughts here in the US

Set for release diis July in Sou^ Korea (and Japan this

September), The Host tells of a US army base that emp-

ties gallons of aging formaldehyde into the Han River (in

Seoul). Six years later locals enjoying a day on the before

mentioned nver are attacked by a monster. The ensuing

storyline sees a local family trying to save one of their

own in what is being called 'a bold gamble that looks

headed to instant cult status ' ~ Derek Elley of V^nefy.

We will see how that works out!

Making Sin-Jin Smyth:

Ethan: “Sin-Jin Smyth follows two federal marshals who have a midnight prisoner transfer, over Halloween week-

end, of a man who turns out to be the Devil!!!

I was trying to do more to take care of my family because working as a low-paid script doctor wasn’t cutting it. So

in an effort to move up I dusted off an old action script, re-wrote it into Sin-Jin Smyth and tried to pull it together. We
took it to different studios and production companies but when we couldn't agree on the tone (we insisted on keeping

the tone of the film very dark

and refused Studio sugges-

tions to work in a love story

and a happy ending) it became

clear that this is gonna be an

independent move against “the

machine'. They (the studio)

wanted to “dumb down" the

film and cut content to fit a

wider audience with a PG-13

framework... and audiences

today are smart - that’s who we

respect the most, the audi-

ence! - And they know when

content has been sacrificed in

an effort to extract more dollars

from them! So we decided to stick with the script, and the message, and do the absolute best we could witii it. So we

formed an LLC and went after private financing.

Trying to pull together the financing was tough because I was unbankable at the time so it was a real challenge to

design the film into an investment that the private sector could believe in. Then I had to overcome my inexperience as

a new director in an effort to transmit the story that was in

my head, frame-by-frame to the screen. I asked alot c

simple questions, learned to “master the art of the apolo

gy" (laughs) and apologize for what I didn’t know anc

tried to rely on the patience and expertise of the veteran;

around me... if we’re fortunate enough to build an audi-

ence with this film, credit for that is due to them (the casi

and crew) much more than to me."

Casting Sin-Jin Smyth:

Ethan: “I picked who seemed right for both the char-

acters and the climate on the set... Of course I needed

good actors who could add an extra dimension to their

characters but I also needed people with patience and

a good work ethic because we could see it was gonna

be a tough shoot; all nights, in the elements (the film

Improv. “I have come here to chev/ bubble gum and kick ass, and I'm all out of bubble gum
” - Roddy Piper (They Live)



takes place moments after a tornado warning so there is alot of wind) and I'm

a new director so they also had my inexperience to contend with.”

Richard Tyson: ‘I loved the idea. 1 Uiought it was new... although I was a

bad guy again! 1 loved the character and the events surrounding the mission he

was on.

I play Marshall Tyree, a bl-polar trigger happy lunatic who likes power

tools! And Rod (Roddy Piper), my partner in this, he plays a staff sargent back

from Iraq who may have been involved with some war crimes. He’s great in

this movie."

[The movie has] “a little religion, a little respect for their actions and how

their actions may effect others. That’s one of the elements I like about the story

is it’s about so much more than just trying to scare you."

[

work with and alot

of fun. You know

we had the kind of set where you recognized everybody

and we were all fans of each others movies. The chemistry

on the set was just excellent. When does the TV series start?

That’s what we need to do."

Last Words:

Ethan: “We’re still working on it and we haven’t agreed to distribution

terms yet (some companies rumored to be in the mix on this are Lionsgate,

Warner independent and Imagination World-Wide) and that is where your

release date should be announced...”

[When asked about the possibilities of a sequel] “Well I’m pretty simple

but. in terms of the film, I’m not sure if I should answer that. I can tell you

Uiat the sequel [could] take place during a nuclear winter!"

Richard Tyson: “Everyone was great, just great, they we’re all good to

ALSO STARRING

Looking foiward to Sin-Jin Smylh? Aside from Roddy Piper

(They Live) and the scary Richard Tyson, here is a list of other

noteworthy cast members from this upcoming Jim: Eileen Dietz

(The Exorcist. Creepshow 3), Charles Cyphers (Halloween, The

Fog), Jacqueline Moore (former WWE superstar), Chhs Doyle

(Scream 2, Trancera 2). and Jenna Jameson!?

Tke Gradge Returns...
In the upcoming sequel to the 2004 hit horror film The Grudge, Takashi

Shimizu returns to the directors chair for his sixth stab at the ghost story.

Originally released as a TV film (and sequel) in Japan (2000), the story (about

a cursed home that infects anybody who comes in contact with it) was recreat-

. ed for theatrical release in 2003 to

1 worldwide critical acclaim. In 2004 Sam

I
Raimi’s Ghost House Pictures remade

I the film for American audiences with

1 ’Buffy the Vampire Slayer’ star Sarah

I Michelle Cellar in the lead role.

Different from other asian-to-american

I
remakes however. Raimi brought in

I the originator Takashi Shimizu to over-

I
see the “western translation”. The

new film returns to Tokyo where a

I

young woman (Amber Tamblyn) is

exposed to the same mysterious curse that infected her sister (Sarah Michelle

Cellar; from the first feature). The supernatural force, which fills a person’s life with

rage before spreading to its next victim, brings together a group of previously

unrelated people who attempt to discover its secret in order to save ffieir lives.

After the release of The Grudge 2, it is being reported that Takashi Shimizu will

return to his original series (Ju-On) to complete the story once and for all. Look

for more news on Ju-On 3 in future issues of HorrorHound. And look for The

Grudge 2 in theaters October 13th.

Just before HorrorHound went to press Dimension

Films announced that they are moving forward with their

intended HAILOIVEEMREMAKE The surprising news

out of the official announcement however, was that rock

veteran and film director Rob Zombie would be serving as

the writer/director on the project (as well a producer and

music supervisor). Set for release in October 2007, Rob

Zombie revealed on his myspace blog in conjunction with

the release: This new HALLOWEEN. Call it a remake, an

update, a reimaging or whatever, but one thing that's for

sure IS this is a whole new start... a new beginning with no

connection to the other series. That is exactly why the

project appeals to me. I can take it and run with it’

Instantly the internet was abuzz with opinions (bofo bad

and good) to the remaking of one of the most important

horror films ever made. While the announcement was

sure to spark controversy, the inibal reaction hasn't been

as poor as past remake announcements. Possibly

because the public has become accustomed to this new

Holtywood trend, or maybe the knowledge that Rob

couldn’t possibly do as bad as the last couple Halloween

sequels. A big reason could be that fans know Rob's pas-

sion for the genre, and feel his interaction with this film

legend will not end poorly. ‘I talked to John Carpenter

about this the other day and he said, ‘Go for it Rob. Make

it your own*. And that’s exactly what I intend to do.’ Rob

Zombie added. Till October 2007..

TCM and Rob Zombie team-up! No., not Texas

Chainsaw Massacre - the cable broadcast station: Turner

Classic Movies. Announced to launch this October, TCM
will present TCM Underground', a off-the-wall show-

case of late-night features picked and hosted by Rob

Zombie. The new series will begin with the ainng of such

movies as Tokyo Drift. George Romero's The Cranes,

Dementia 13, Honeymow Killers and Ed Wood's Bride of

the Monster. Check out www.tcm.com for broadcast infor-

mation as it becomes available

Lionsgate has released the synopsis for this

October’s Saw III. If you have not seen Saw II you may

want to skip past the rest of this report: Saw III stars

Shawnee Smith and Tobin Bell and is directed by Danen

Lynn Bousman (Saw If), with story by franchise creators

Leigh Whannell and James Wan (screenplay by

Whannell): ‘Jigsaw has disappeared. With his new

apprentice Amanda (Shawnee Smith), the puppet-master

behind the cruel, intricate games that have terrified a

community and baffled police has once again eluded cap-

ture and vanished. While city detectives scramble to

locate him. Doctor Lynn Denton (Bahar Soomekh) is

unaware that she Is about to become the latest pawn in

his vicious chess game.

One night, after finishing a shift at the hospital, Lynn

is kidnapped and taken to an abandoned warehouse

where she meets Jigsaw (Tobin Bell), bed-ridden and on

the verge of death She is told that she must keep the

madman alive for as long as it takes Jeff (Angus

Macfoyden), anotoer of his victims, to complele a game of

his own. Racing against foe ticking dock of Jigsaw's own

heartbeat, Lynn and Jeff struggle to make it through each

of their vicious tests, unaware that he has a much bigger

plan for bothofthem..."

Film FSCt- '^3pan’s Ju-On 2 centers around a film crew documenting the past hauntings of the original film. Horroiltdlind



PROMOTIONAL FUN
Conbnuing our trend of showcasing

some of the more interesting promotional

items released for big budget Alms comes

these goodies from SLITHER (edibie gum-

mie slugs). Silent HiH (t-shirt), The Htils

Have Eyes (shirt knifenn-head gag and

squishy ball) and See No Evil (button).

Check out next issue for even more promo

goodies!

B

Htu

Interested in hunting down these

fun promo items? If you can't make

it to a local convention (a common
place for freebies) or studio launch

party, check out the Horvic-Ness

eBay auction site located at

www.horvic-ness.oom

Horvic-Ness

'!

BY JESSICA DWYER
Behind The Mask: The Rise of Lesiie Vernon

The words “What if...* are actually some of the most powerful in the

English language when put together. Doubt and wonder spring forth when

someone puls them at the front of a sentence. "What if Superman hadn’t

landed on earth?" 'What if I had married Bob instead of Bill?" And as Behind

The Mask asks, 'Wiat if Freddy, Jason, and Michael Myers really existed?"

How that last question is answered is the job of first time director. Scott

Glosserman. Glosserman, who also co-wrote the film with original screenplay

writer, David Stieve. takes us on the journey of a film crew, who have chosen

to follow Leslie Vernon (played by Nathan Baesel), a sweet and charming

young man whose goal is to be the next Jason Voorhees. The crew joins

Leslie on his cardio routine (because chasing teenagers is hard work) as well

as following him on visits to his mentor, retired killer Eugene (played by Scott

Wilson). He takes them to his supposed "ancestral home’ and instructs them

on how he has changed the lay out to suit his purposes. You have to know

the exits and make sure they aren't convenient for your would be victims.

That would make it far too easy.

The crew (as well as the audience) is lulled into a false sense of calm by

the unassuming nature of Leslie: he seems harmless and so light hearted.

But when the film switches gears, and reporter Taylor Gentry (played by

Angela Goethals) realizes that what Leslie has been planning is actually

going to happen, the terror becomes very real and we switch from mocku-

mentary to horror film.

Behind The Mask walks that fine line between comedy and horror, sati-

rizing flte genre while paying homage to the greats of slasher flick history.

And while this may sound like a film that is in the realm of Scream, as many

have suggested. Glosserman begs to differ; "It's extremely humbling to be

compared to Scream. Vie should only be so lucky. Our film is far different

from Scream as it’s not a parody, and it’s very very far from Scary Movie. It's

intended to be satirical and cerebral in ttiat regard. It's more or less a sophis-

ticated post modem look at horror. I wanted to go beyond the stream of con-

sciousness concept of it all."

Another film that Behind The Mask is being compared to is Man Bites

Dog. a 1992 French film that is infamous for its realism. In it, a film crew fol-

lows a serial killer as he rapes and murders indiscriminately, recording the

acts on video. And although the two films do sound as if they are similar.

Glosserman points out some obvious differences

‘A lot of people are quick to sentence this film as

knock-off of Man Bites Dog which is an unbelievaUf

ground breaking film itself. Films like Man Bites Dog folloi

a certain subgenre film which is the “mockumentary'.
*

inspired tfie film to the point that it’s a fictional documeo'

tary. I would say that Christopher Guest (Best rn Shov/lh

Mighty Wind) is closer to the film than Man 8/fes Dog, but

the fundamental difference between my film and Wan

Bites Dog is that Man Bites Dog is rooted in our world,

where the serial killers like John Wayne Gacy and Bundy

exist And that is a very disturbing world, and a very seri-

ous world. And Mask Is rooted in a world where Freddy

Krueger, Michael Myers, and Jason Voorhees exist, and

you can fly to Metropolis. Because it's rooted in the fic-

tional world, it allows itself to be hyper-seif aware and

very tongue In cheek. It allows the audience to go on a

journey to suspend their moral disbelief and continue the journey with the film

crew following the psycho slasher.

It also shifts between two different aesthetics, with the documentary in

the first hour and tfren when Leslie Vernon (our aspiring psycho killer) does

v^at he says he’s going to do, we go into this world of full-filmic glory. We

harken back to the early ’80s late '70s of the John Carpenter and Sean

Cunningham slasher movies."

Glosserman obviously has a love for the genre. He cast some great hor-

ror talent in the film alongside the younger actors. Names like Freddy hin>{

self; Robert Englund and Zelda Rubinstein of Poltergeist are part of the ros-

ter. Englund is actually cast not as a serial killer, but as a man trying to sto|)

the carnage from taking place.

"We were so thrilled to get him. It just legitimized what we were doing.

The director says. “We just figured Gosh, he must get a horror film a day, and

if he's doing this with such exuberance as he was. we must have somethin;

special. So it really helped the excitement of the crew, he became our Vince

Lombardi up there."

"He responded positively to the fact that I wanted him to go against type.

I think that in retrospect if I'd offered him the role of the retired killer that would

have been fun and kind of cool, but he never would have accepted that. I

think he really appreciated and got the irony I was going for.^ he liked the

fact that he was playing against type and could completely take advantage of

his psycho dasher status and put him in and capture the irony at the same

Hoftfl'Hound, Did You Know? Rubinstein appears in all 3 Poltergeist films, as well as an episode of 'Poltergeist: The Legac/.



time. I think 1 hit a goldmine offering him

the Donald Pleasance role of the Dr.

Loomis from Halloween type, verses the

retred psycho slasher."

Nathan Baesel, Vifho many will recog-

nize from ABC's 'Invasion', was excited

by the prospect of working with Englund,

who gave him high praise for his work,

’He just gave me his thumbs up. I

remember when he was on set the first

day. He was a real class act and took us

out to drinks. He stuck around even after

he was done shooting for the day to watch my scene, tfiis intense

scene. He watched it and clapped me on the back and said “You’re

the next Anthony Perkins" and I was like Holy Shit! That’s a stamp

of approval."

This is Baesel's first movie and he caught the filmmaker’s eye

with his ability to switch between nice guy to cold blooded with ease.

‘I really think he showed up with such a different take on the role.

He played it so truthfully and brought himself to the role. You know,

throw psycho slasher out and put in carpenter or advertising exec

and it would have been the same thing. I think because he played it

truthfully, the comedy was heightened." Glosserman says. “He was

able to turn on a dime - to turn into this other worldly character, with

stilted dialog and very campy, and Nathan got it. So when he took

direction he completely changed in any way I wanted."

“He has a job, a job he believes in. It’s

a kind of universal thing. If there's good in the universe there has to

be a balance to that, there has to be evil. I mean it's not even evil,

I don't even think he sees it as evil. He just interprets it differently.

In order to have life you have to have death and he’s a bringer of

death. And it’s not some horrible thing, it's peace these people are

going to from all of this. And he believes he's doing a sen/ice to

these people."

With high praise coming from screening at SXSW and being an

award winner at the Gen Art film festival, it sounds like people are

finding that Leslie Vernon is a neat guy. Just recently announced by

director Glosserman on the film's official blog site, Behind The Mask

will be getting a US theatrical run this fall. As Englund's character.

Doc Halloran says in the trailer: "He needs an audience!" It sounds

like Leslie’s got one and he's ready to rise.

/

The teen series returns (although not to the big

screen) with the release of I'll Always Know What You

Did Last Summer From Sony Pictures, look for this

direct-to-dvd sequel to hit stores on August 1st. Having

nothing to do (character wise) with the first film, this new

installment follows a

group of kids during

the fourth of July

weekend unsuccess-

fully attempting to

cover up yet another

accidental death.

Starring K.C. Clyde.

Torrey DeVitto and

Star LaPoint, look for

this film to also be

packaged in a special

three-disc set with the

original two Hewitl-

starring movies.

TlHogs gei aH-too-real as BeTund the Mask goes from cam^

Baesel was impressed with the levels

of the character and the fact that the story

isn't as black and white as you'd expect it

to be. With Glosserman's help they

fleshed out the character of Leslie making

him a man with purpose and belief.

'I tried to make him a guy, a regular guy.

A guy that you pass on the street and say

hi to, a complete sbanger that you'd have

a conversation with and then think that

was a really neat guy." Baesel explains.

Horror For the Children!!!

Anchor Bay announced that they will release the

insanely comprehensive documentary Halloween: 25

Years of Terror on July 25th. Nanated by P.J. Soles, the

documentary discusses the history of the film series with

interviews from over 80 past cast and cr^ members.

fans and critics. Never-before-seen dips, rare footage,

storyboards and photos are all induded.

Thought Hollywood would get sick of remaking das-

sic horror films? Think again. Rumors floating around the

internet this past monffi have been very high on the news

that Anatoly Fradis (who created the unpopular ROTLD 4

and 5) is now keen on remaking the original Return of

the Living Dead. It will be interesting to see. if it happens,

whether or not Fradis will stick with the uber-scary idea

that the zombies In the original film do not die from a bul-

let-to-the-head (or more interestingly, if ffie 80s punk vibe

will be changed to reflect modem punk resurgence).

Surprisingly over the past few months.

HorrorHound has learned that children have

been stealing their parent’s copies of the mag-

azine to get their scary movie fix. While it is a

little concerning to know that HorrorHound

may be responsible for a few nightmares here

and there, we thought we would give those

HorrorPups reading the magazine right now

some news more aimed toward their own age

group... the news of Monster House!

Columbia Pictures and executive produc-

ers Robert Zemeckis and Stephen Spielberg present this new digitally animated feature about a trio of children who discover a

mysterious house ffiat threatens the lives of anyone who crosses its path. Revolving around the children’s adventure in stopping

the house from terrorizing the neighborhood. Monster House was actually filmed in a new Real-D (3D) technology which will be

released as such to select theaters. While older HorrorHounds may be confused as to why this magazine would be covering such

a kid-friendly feature, keep in mind that Robert Zemeckis has quite a back record with great genre produced films including the

Tales from the Cr^t TV series and movies, The Frighteners and the Dark Castle film features. Wiffi voice actors Steve Buscemi,

Jason Lee. Nick Cannon and Maggie Gyllenhaal. and directed by Gil Kenan, look for ffiis film in theaters July 21st.

Quoteable Quotes; ;‘Jesus-Christ-bananas, some fuckaroo this is turning into"-

In conjunction with the release of Monster House

(see left) IDW Publishing will release a new comic book

companion to the film featuring two short stores written by

Joshua Dysart. with art by Simeon Wilkins. Shown below

is the cover ait as well as a look at an interior art spread

for the issue.



The anticipated announcement over which directors

Showtime was to lock-in for their upcoming Masters of Horror

season 2 has finally been revealed. While rumors persisted that

Rob Zombie, Eli Roth and George Romero would be part of this

ongoing anthology, the following is a run-through of the actual

horror icons sitting in the director’s chair this fall;

The Returning: The sophomore season for veteran direc-

tors such as Dario Argento, Joe Dante, John Carpenter, Mick

Garris, Stuart Gordon, Tobe Hooper and John Landis will be

very important in the continuation of the series. While the show

was a hit, fans have been very vocal about which directors

“brought the goods". With greats like Bill Malone (who scored

the highest rated show of season one} and Lucky McKee (con-

sidered to have brought one of the best episodes by many) out,

icons like Dante and Hooper need to prove why they needed a

“double-dip" in Oils horror pool.

The Newbies: While not new to the genre, here is the list of

the latest directors who now will be able to call themselves “the

Masters'. Brad Anderson first made his mark on the scene in

2001 with the creepy Session 9 and later (with the help of

American Psycho's Christian Bale) he brought us 2004’s The

Machinist. Ernest Dickerson has directed a couple dark stories

including the 1996 Tales from the Crypt feature: Demor? Knight

and the 2001 Snoop Dogg starring scare flick, Bones. The sur-

prise name on the list of Masters’ newbies is Tom Holland. Tom

has an interesting list of horror accomplishments including writ-

ing the 1983 Psycho sequel and directing the hit horror flicks

Fright Night (1985) and Child’s Play (1988). Since those films

Tom has also directed a few Tales from the Crypt episodes and

the Stephen King features Langoliers and Thinner. Oddly, it I

been ten years since Tom has directed a movie.

The Episodes:
Above: Masters director Tobe Hooper

John Landis’ episode (entitled 'Family') tells the story of a

young married couple (Meredith Monroe and Matt Keeslar) who

move into a new city home to find a neighbor (George Wendt)
,

who isn't quite as he seems.

Tobe Hooper's ‘The Damned Thing’ is an apocalyptic tale

about a monsterous force that devastates Sheriff Kevin

Reddle’s family and his small Texas town. This episode stare

Sean Patrick Flanery and Ted Raimi!

Joe Dante’s The Screwfly Solution' is about a nightmare

virus that turns men into psychotic killers who attack every

woman they cross.

Mick Garris brings us ‘Valerie on the Stairs’ (based on a

Clive Barker story) in which a novelist who discovers there are

fates worse than literary anonymity.

John Carpenter’s ‘Pro-Life’ tells the story of a young girl

trapped inside a clinic who is being pursued by dangerous

men., if only she knew that what lies inside of her is far more

dangerous. Stamng Ron Perlman.

Stuart Gordon’s ‘The Black Cat’ (written by Gordon and

Dennis Paoli) tells the story of Poe, tormented by a cat, forcing

him to write one of his most famous stories.

Dario Argento’s new story ‘Pelts’ is about a number of

stolen raccoon pelts that turn violently on their new owners,.

Brad Anderson’s ‘Sounds Like' tells the story of Larry

Pearce - an ordinary man blessed with a gift of super-human

hearing that eventually drives him insane, turning him onto a

violent path.

Ernest Dickerson's ‘The V Word’ (written by Mick Garris) is

a vampire tale dealing with a couple unfortunate teenage boys

who break into the wrong mortuary. Starring Michael Ironside!

Tom Holland brings us We Scream for ice Cream’ in which

a local ice cream man is turning the town’s children against their

parents.

Landis*

i ^
Look for tfie new season of Masters of Horror on Showtime this i

Fall with Anchor Bay continuing their DVD release of season one

(and eventually season two). Shown at right are the late June '

releases from the series, including John Landis’ Deer Woman and

Lucky McKee’s Sick Girl. Look for Larry Cohen and Joe Dante’s

episodes to hit stores this July with Dario Argento and John

Mcnaughlon’s to be released in August.

Did You Know? Chan-wook park (Old Boy) actually turned down the chance to direct a remake of EvU Dead.



As 2006 drew near, one could only wonder how many studios toyed with the idea of releasing their

big new horror title on “the day of the beast”. June 6th, 2006 (or 6-6-06), oddly enough a Tuesday -

not known for being a launch day for new films, adequately enough The Omen makes for the perfect

choice for this date. While the elegance of the film is retained, the eerie factor seems to be lost. Also,

the loss of the creepy original score was sorely missed. The most interesting thing about the film how-

ever, is the addition of Mia Farrow (who’s character in Rosemary's Baby gives birth to the “devil's"

child). Her role in The Omen is of the evil, over-protecting nanny. True to most remakes, the film fol-

lows the original story almost perfectly - except for the water-

ing down of some key scenes and the replacement of atmos-

phere standard homor “jump scenes’. The Omen opened

on 6-6-06 with astounding S12.6 million take, which may

be credited to a younger crowd's newfound

FOREIGN DVD BOX SH MADNESS!
Part of the fun working at HorroiHound is the constant search for off-the-wall products released outside

of the US. Region-Free DVDs often include special features unavailable in the states, but the more intrigu-

ing pieces include special packaging. The ones shaped like iconic props (UK's Hellraiser Lament

Configuration box set or the Phantasm sphere; seen in HorrorHoond #1 ) gain the most attention, and this

HoirorHot/nd has found a collecfion of brand

new sure to a fire under region-free DVD
collectors.

another new edition the

Texas Chainsaw Massacre available, this lime

Germany. Packed in a die-cut cardboard fold-out book^ shaped like a chainsaw, this R2 set includes 2-discs loaded with the uncut widescreen ver-

Sion of the film and both fan-favorite documentaries; 'The Shocking Truth' (originally made for the UK
edition of the film, and soon to be available in the US) and the 'Family Porfrait’ documentary (a classic

docu originally released on its own merits to VHS). Outtakes, deleted scenes, trailers

(for the original and sequels) are all included as well.

The Rocky Horror Picture Show gets a deluxe UK release in a designer ‘tips'

box. Commentary by Richard O'Brien and Patricia Quinn, outtakes. sing-a-long. docu-

mentary and the sequel: Shock Treatment are just a sampling of everything that's

included in this 2-disc set. US fans will note that Shock Treatment has yet to be

released in the states, although should expect It before year end!

In some sort of unfair act of god (or Fox/UK) The Fly: Ultimate

Collector's Edition (a Region 2 five-movie-set)

was released in May. The films come packed

within a killer looking plastic Teleportation

Pod! The original 1958 The F/y. Return of the F/y,

Curse of the Fly (available for the first time on DVD), David \
Cronenberg's 1986 remake and The Fly 2 (the last two presented in their spe-

P
cial edition formats) are all present in this very impressive looking set.

Last (but not least) is the Japanese War of the

Worlds box set. This plastic red-sphere indudes a
^

whistle keynng, gloves, an am/fm radio/flashllght

‘

packed with the 2-disc special edition of the Tom

Cruise stairing film. Check out the other foreign % ^

releases on the sides of this spread and be sure to

pick up next issue of HorrorHound for even more ^(^
ail-region fun! Good luck hunting down these for-

eign goodies!

Film Fact; Film legend Jack Palance's daughter (Holly) plays the "hanging nanny" In the original 1976 The Omen.

TEXAS'cHaTnSAW
MASSACRE



HORRORo^DVD

WITH JAMESGUNN
One of Ihe greatest travesties in the world of horror to recently occur was the lack of

HorrorHounds who showed up for the theatrical release of James Gunn's big splatter fest

SLiTHER. This over-the-lop scare flick featured some of the most inspiring horror scenes to

grace the big screen since the glut of gorific genre releases of the '80s- Plus it starred Michael

Rooker of Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer fame! Leaving HorrorHound (and so many other

industry enthusiasts) questioning when SLiTHER will finally gel the recognition it deserves, we

decided to question James Gunn, the director of said feature, in our new ongoing feature; 10

Random Questions with HorrorHoundt Enjoy * and buy SLiTHER on DVD!

HorrorHound: What is your most prized collectible/prop?

James Gunn: Hmmm... I'm not much for keeping crap, except old toys. But I have a Chief of

Police badge from the Wheelsy Police Department, that was given to me by ttie prop guys on

SUTHER. I like that.

down the original. I think that's a shitty

thing to do,

HH : if you could remake any old horror

film, which one would you personally pick

and why?

J6: Fuck. I can't answer this question

because I'm trying to get the rights to

something and it may not work out (and 1

also don't want anyone else to get the

idea). Basically, though. I'm concentrating

on original stuff.

HH

:

The best Troma film ever released (aside from your own work) is?

Rarely does a film come along to remind us HorrorHounds of

our humble roots. The Sci-Fi Boys does that and so much more.

A testament to the origins of sci-fi movie making, names like

Forrest J. Ackerman, Ray HarryHausen, Ray Bradbury, John

Landis. Peter Jackson, William Malone, Rick Baker and many

many more discuss the films and filmmakers that inspired them. It

also offers us the ability to view some of their very first filmmaking

efforts. Phenomenal props and rare collectibles are randomly vis-

ible throughout the film. The Sci-Fi Boys is for anyone who is a fan

of the early sci-fi era, stop animations early days to the formula-

tion of the best monster magazine: Famous Monsters of

Movieland, and its influences on today’s top movie makers. The

sheer wealth of knowledge, fact and history contained within this

film is mind blowing. To see legendary filmmakers pay bibute to

the men who paved the way for sd-fi and horror alike is simply

momentous. This film should serve as a reminder to fans that we

are all connected through the ever evolving world of science fic-

tion and horror movies, and our own loyal fanatical dedicafon to

celebrating them. And what tribute to the heyday of sci-fi/horror

would be complete without a Basil Gogos painted cover?

The battle for that next-level platform in home viewing has been waged

with emphasis on higher quality presentaticms and larger disc capacity (allow-

ing viewers the ability to properly present their movie library on high-def TV).

HD DVD and Blu-Ray titles have already begun to see release (seen above,

which feature new slimmer cases and cotor-coordinated by originating pres-

entation). The winner of this format war is TBD, however, here is a quick guide

to vrhich studios are supporting each technology: Blu-ray has the backing of

Paramount, Sony, Disney, Warner Bros and Fox iwhiie HD-DVD has the sup-

port of New Line Cinema and Universal Studios (keep in mind that some stu-

dios are already releasing dual-support movies,

such as Paramount and the WB).

HH: What musicians inspire you in the writing process?

JG: Alice Cooper is more important to me than any other musician. When I was a kid, I felt

very alone, very much an outsider. I'd listen to his tunes and know I wasn't the only weird per-

son in the world. Who knows, I may have blown off my head without it. To paraphrase my own

movie The Specials, I love to make movies for the weirdos, the outcasts, the losers, the geeks.

Alice Cooper is my spiritual fether.

HH : Which is the best method - in your face gore or slow-build scare tacfics? Give us an

example of a favorite film that utilizes these methods,

JG: Shit. Both vrork in certain situations. The best slow scare movie of the past year was

Match Point by Woody fucking Allen. That movie was scary as hell. The protagonist was a

piece of shit, but 1 still didn't want him to get caught. In terms of in your

face gore, it’s hard to beat the autopsy scene in Carpenter's The Thing.

HH You can cast any 3 actors to star in an upcoming feature - who do

you cast?

JG: Believe it or not, I flicking love Leo DiCaprio. And I’d want a big

movie star so people would go see the film, so he’d have to be in it.

Then... let's see. Well. I'd love to put my old pal Michael Rooker in a

movie with DiCaprio, just because it’d be trippy. And then... Meryl

Streep. I love Peter Falk and Kevin Bacon too. Oooh, and Naomi Watts!

HH : What is your opinion on Hollywood’s recent glut of classic remakes

and do you think there is a line of what movies shouldn't be touched?

JG: No, there's no line, as long as they maintain artistic integrity, which

almost none of those remakes do. Shit, I think someone could remake

the Godfather or Gone I'Wfri (he Wind if the idea was edgy enough.

However, 1 don't like it when someone remakes a movie and then puts

JG; The Toxic Avenger or Class of Nuke 'Em High. Class may be the better movie, but The

ToxicAvengerbroke a lot of new ground. I also like Toxie 4 a lot: although I'm in it, I didn’t have

anything else to do with it. And I think Lloyd's next movie, Poultrygeist, is going to be his best,

I also like Trey Parker and Matt Slone’s movie. Cannibal: The Musical.

HH

:

Tell us something nobody may know about James Gunn:

JG: Nobody?! I'm a pretty expulsive guy, and there's not much nobody knows about me. Very

few people know I am obsessed with platypuses. I went to Sydney. Australia just to see one

in person. It was awesome. It was like a magical creature. They are the greatest animal in the

world. They're mammals that lay eggs - everyone knows that. But they also have flicking

sonar like a bat that works underwater!!! And they have a poisonous hook on the back of their

fucking foot!! What the fuck?!!! Can an animal get any cooler?!!! I love

platypuses so much...

HH

:

What are your thoughts on the Texas Chainsaw Massacre Part 27

JG: My thoughts are that I’m getting fucking old, because I saw this in

the theater. Jesus. I like that movie.

HH

:

How did it feel to have SLiTHER picked by Entertainment Weekly

as the number one item on their 'Must List' [the week of April 14th]?

JG: I’d rather have been number one at the box office, but it's a close

2nd. Okay, maybe a close 3rd or 4th.

Look for SUTHER on DVD this Fall with special commentary track by

directorJames Gunn and star Nathan Fillion. as well as deleted scenes.

extended scenes, a gag reel, a host of new featurettes including 'The

Sick Minds and Slimy Days of SUTHER', 'Bringing SUTHER's

Creatures to Life’, ‘Slithery Set Tour with Nathan Pillion', 'The King of

Cult: Uoyd Kaufman's On-Set Video Diary' and much more!

14 Hdf-iflrHound Movie Fact’. Despite popular belief, James Gunn reportedly never saw Night of the Creeps prior to making SLiTHER
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1 IWD COLLECTOR'?

:

JULLET

JWtSTED SISTEHS

Now available: The Peter Jackson

Collection on R2 DVD. This Swiss four-

movie set features onginai gore classics

ftom the Lord of the Rings director, all

available in one box set, with some of the

best looking artwork designs produced

for the films! The set includes. Bad Taste,

the documentary Good Taste Made Bad

Taste (available as a bonus disc in the

US as part of the limited edition release

of the film), Bramdead (aka: DeadAJive}.

Meet the Feebtes (which is currently

unavailable for purchase in the US) and

Forgotten Silver (a often forgotten

comedic 'mockumentary' created by

Peter Jackson m 1995).

re I CH

TALES
EROM THE

CPYPT

t* .

R6m3k6 This* Srad Garrett (Everybody Loves Raymond) would be a perfect choice for the role of Herman Munster.

An inventive take on the

werewolf tale. The Beast

Must Die (starring Peter

Cushing) features a who-

done-it approach letting

the viewer guess which

character is the Lycan.

This fun 70s Amicus flick

features a new widescreen

transfer, director featurette.

director commentary, stills,

liner notes and trailers.

Finally available: The very

last picture by the late

"King of Cult" Teruo Ishii.

Based on the legendary

novel by Rampo. It serves

as a true culmination of

the directors film making

career. Packed with gore,

mystery, nudity and an all-

star cast. No doubt one of

the most erotic and bizarre

films ever made.

In stores this October will

be the long anticipated

(yet-ovedooked) cult clas-

sic Cemetery Man (aka:

Della Morte Della More). A
new widscreen transfer, a

28-minute documentary

titled ‘Death is Beautiful'.

Michele Soavi biography,

theatrical trailer and pre-

views are all included.

Thanks Anchor Bay!

July 25 sees the release of

the third film in the New
Line Cinema horror fran-

chise: Final Destination.

Special features on this 2-

disc set will include a com-

mentary, interactive fea-

turettes. making-ofs. delet-

ed scenes and more. A trilo-

gy 3-pack will also be avail-

able in conjunction with this

film release.

This MTI/Redrum DVD
release of the British/

German horror title Twisted

Sisters will feature a mak-

ing-of, photo gallery and

trailers. Twisted Sisters is

a modern horror twist on

the Man in the Iron Mask:

where a twin sister, set far

jealous revenge, finds and

stalks her sibling in order

to mimic her life.

In stores at the end of July

is this newly produced

Amicus collection film.

Asylum. Starring Peter

Cushing. Robert Powell

and Patrick Magee, the

DVD includes commentary

by director Roy Ward

Baker and cameraman Neil

Binney cast and crew

biographies, stills, trailers

and liner notes.

Clive Barker called it,

"stunningly morbid": H6:

Diary of a Serial Killer.

Twenily five years after

killing his girlfriend,

Antonio Frau inherits an

old brothel and begins

cleansing those who have

lost the will (0 live via pain

and torture, while main-

taining his everyday life. In

stores August 22

The fourth season of the

hit HBO cable television

series Tales from the Crypt

is on DVD as of July 25th.

Including all 14 uncut

episodes, this season fea-

tured guest directors and

stars such as Tom Hanks.

William Friedken. Joe

Pesci. Christopher Reeve,

Tia Carerre. Kathy Ireland

and Brad Pitt.

In stores this August.

Universal Studios will final-

ly be re-releasing the too-

long out of print film: This

Island Earth. As of press

time no special features

were announced, but at the

same, none were expected.

No word has been

announced on if 'Island'

focused MST3K: The

Movie will be re-released.

Image Entertainment's The

Munsters: America's First

Family of Fright DVD has

finally been announced for

an October 10th release.

The 2-dlsc set includes

four features (all of which

were available on the

Munsters: Season 2 DVD)

as well as a host of extras

(such as the unaired pilot

and rare tv appearances).

Paramount will finally

release Hellraiser III: Hell

On Earth to DVD (the only

film unavailable in the US).

The disc will come with a

anamorphlc widescreen

transfer with 15 minutes of

unrated deleted scenes.

‘Clive Barker's The Art of

Horror' featurette and trail-

ers. Look fer the disc in

stores August 8th.

The out of print made-for

TV movie Trilogy of Terror

returns to DVD this August

thanks to Dark Sky Films.

The new edition will

include a new fullscreen-

transfer, a commentary

track with Karen Black and

author William Nolan, two

featurettes: 'Richard

Matheson: Terror Scribe'

and 'Three Colors Black'.

Tartan Video will release

the Singapore horror flick

The Maid: available this

September, the him will be

presented in anamorphic

widescreen, along with

extra materials (yet to be

revealed). The story tells of

a young woman who gains

work (as a maid) on the

eve of her own heli being

unleashed before her.

Due on DVD August 8th is

arguably the best film

made on the Troma budget

of the past 10 years -

Tromeo and Juliet. This

anniversary 2-disc special

edition issue includes new
features from director

Lloyd Kaufman and writer

James (SLiTHER) Gunn
(see opposite page for

more Gunn goodies).

The Hills Have Eyes is

available (as of June 20th)

in two formats: rated

(available In widescreen

and fullscreen) and unrat-

ed (widescreen only).

Extras include a crew

audio commentary, mak-

ing-of documentary,

dianes. casting session

featurette. a music video

and trailers.



MATTER
TRAIVSPORTER

Transport your body, or

friends bo^es from one
place to another in this

rare matter-moving
machine! Friends and
family will be impressed

when they see you move
matter from one place

to another with the flip

of a switch! Great
conversation piece!

No 138 $5,000

EVIL
PUPPET
SMALL AND

AFFORDABLEl

CURSED TAPE
Trick your family and
friends with this cursed

VMS tape! The tape is

really cursed! Watch its
j

contents and seven days
later you will be visited by o vengeful ghost! A greet

party game! Comes with Instructions, if your lucky!

No 182 75c

Make this puppet do all your dirty

woric! Trick friends into coming over

and wotch the horror ensue as your
evil puppet terrorizes them all night

long! Great for holidays!

No 25

HELL BOX
Are you willing to

take a chance? If you
are willing to gamble
on this pu^e ^x, all

your greatest dreams
may come true. Or your

greatest Nightmares?
No578_

NECRONOMICON

and it really works!

Bring on the beosts of

a hell dimension or

just send your enemies
away for good! This

book does it all!

Prophecies and
helpfull potions can
be pulled from the

poges of this book.

os well 05 helpfull

household tips! r U
No 2058 $1.50

WISH
GEM

All of your fantasies (and nightmares)

come true with this elusive wish gem!
Weighs 2m ounces and grants three

wishes per user. May cause u
loose soul. *no retuni p<

'

No 778

LEATHER
REPAIR KIT
This kit includes all you need to

fix up those unsightly tears and
wears in your favorite “outfits”.

No 538 SOc

DEATH IMECKLACE
Send a message to your enemies with this

amazing new death necklace! lust place it

on a person and hilarity ensues! Moke them
your slave or just blow up their head! This

handy new item fixes all your problems!

Also works great at the office!

Made in japan!

No 40 75c

ST OF HOR'F':!!!

VJW HOCKEY
lar MASK

Terrorrize your
camp councelor this summer
with this fun protective mask!

No 218 ^20e

CRONOS DEVICE
Thought to be destroyed years ago,

this rare device will give its owner
eternal life (and the thirst for blood).

*lnstructlou sold seperately

No 045 50c

TRUTH
SPECS
BREAK THROUGH TN
SYSTEM FOR ONLY

Is It an Optical Illusion?
Scientifically made glasses that really work! Put on these specs

and look around! You will be able to see the world as it really is!

Alien invaders? Subliminal messages? See it oil!

No 201 Sl.OO

SILVER
WOLF'S
HEAD
CAI^E

Walk the woods
in style with this

sterling silver wolfs

head cane. A decorative piece

or a utencil for good in warding
off unwanted visitors. 'Polishing

kit sold seperately.

No 119 $1.50

I HorrorHound Prod. Corp. Dept 189GP20

I Rush me the items listed below. If 1 am not 100% satisfied 1

I
risk the chance that a masked madman will enter my home

,
one dark ond gloomy night to take care of my problems.

Item Nomeofltem How Many Total Price

I
-

I ! Send COD (I will pay only If order Is delivered. Which it wont be).

I
Nome

I
Address

I
OH State residents please odd 2% sales tox

I
Sorry, for anyone who thought this was a real ad. we will try

* harder next time to not trick you. If it makes you feel better

you can cut out this ad ond Dome It for future en)oyment.



NECA has revealed to HorrorHoond that a new surprise line of action figures will be

released right at the end of the year in limited quantities (probably half the production run of

a normal Cult Classics line). Cult Classics; Hall of Fame will include some of the more pop-

I ular figures ftom the past. Some of which have never been made available single carded,

k Before you damn them for re-releasing action figures, NECA has put a lot of bvxight into

I the line by adding exdusn/e accessories. Here is the rundown on what you can expect: The

I Crow (Rooftop Battle figure packed on single card and includes a weathervane accessory

^and a small base section from the roof). Jason (Part 2 boxed set figure on single card,

includes alternate head, Pamela’s severed head, pick axe, machete and base). New

Nightmare Freddy (now with the new alternate demon head created for the 16' figure)

and Pinhead (with open mouth head and a new interchangeable Elliot Spencer

human head, purple tint paint job and a new base accessory). In conjunction with

this news. NECA has also revealed their product images for the Cult Classics fifto

assortment. Shown at the left are characters from such hH films as Army of

Darkness. The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, Saw and Silence of the Lambs.

Each figure includes character-specific accessories and base. The Jigsaw

killer features a variant pig-head mask which will be available at an equal ratio

to the human head. Shown below is the final packaged samples of the Cult

Classics 4 assortment (Chucky, Shaun, Sebasban Hal! and Plaid Shirt Zombie]

as well as the Spencers exclusive, Halloween: Evolution of Evil Z-pack.

Alternate

Figure comes

.
(not shown)

orrorrtftiindDid You Know? Hannibal Lecter will have been played by 4 actors after the release of 2007's Young Hannibal.



One of the nasty “victim'

Palisades' fan fave Resident Evil senes.

a«Wlf 11^1 lap

While zombies have been a mainstay in film

since the eariy 1900s. they have been mildly

used as a focal point in Ihe world of toys. Shown

below are some of the few key moments m
acton figure history where zombies stood their

ground against the glul of Spider-Man. Batman

and Pokemon action figures (well, at least in the

hearts of HorrorHounds everywhere).

,T»

Reds Inc produced Japanes exclusive four-fig-

ure assortment based on Dawn of the Dead

I ^
if «. .

)lf :. u
.rr.

This Fall. Mezco Toys will unleash the first all-Zombie action figure

line! Entitled ‘Attack of tfie Living Dead', this series features three key zom-

bie characters in a number of paint and sculpting variations. Dubbed

'Color', ‘Black and White and 'Pale' paint versions. Each character fea-
^

tures a number of gory accessories and body parts... On top of the var-

ious color/sculpting differences (see details of some examples at the I

bottom of this page} Mezco will also release a ‘Radioactive’ series fea-

turing neon-style deco. The toxic glowing styled series will be available
'

exclusively on www.mezcotoyz.com. Shown here are full-figure examples ^

from each of the three major paint designs. Check out the line in

stores this Fall.

DlinDH

A hrt line. Resident Evil (Toy B«z) lasted three

assortments - more than any other game-based

toyline produced by Toy Biz.

Left The Dead 12*

figure released by

Sideshow at the

'sJ '05 San Diego

_ 1 Comic-Con

ItoYNgWS

ZombiGS- Zombies have become so popular as of late, even Stephen King is cashing in on them with his new novel, Ce
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orrorl^BiIhd

Dunng the '70s Marvel Comics laurfched a host of

creepy comics (which at times even overlapped into the

companies bigger titles such as The X-Men) featuring the

comic companies' personal takes on Dracula, The Wolf

Man, Frankenstein's Monster and even Zombies. The

Tomb of Dracula (which eventually spawned the vampire

slaying character. Blade), Werewolf by Night. The

Monster of Frankenstein and Tales of the Zombie (sam-

ples shown at right) were the launching titles for these

dark comic creations. Now, over 30 years later. Toy Biz

has released a special 4'figure box set based on the

main characters from these scare-comics. As part of the

Marvel Legends toy line (a popular senes featuring the

iconic Marvel {^laracters of Spider-Man, Wolverine,

Captain America and Ghost Rider) this special 6* scaled

figure gift set comes with display stands and a 'Marvel

Monster' poster book. While not directly culled from the

movies, no HorrorHound should pass the opportunity to

at least consider a Marvel Monsters toy purchase.

Did You Know? vampire Hunter first appeared in the pages of Marvei's Tomb of Dracuia #10.

Zombie

TrieWl^CFROMTHeBOC

Shown at right: Uedicom Toys have been producing a good

amount of Vinyl Super-Deformed figures as of late, with the

collecting market eating it up. The horror hit movie. Saw will

get in on the fun later this year with this special figure release.

No word on if the toy will be imported, but fans can currently

keep an eye on eBay - as this is a Japanese release!

The long-running Living Dead Dolls toy line from
''

Mezco Toyz changes gears this July with the

release of the first horror movie licensed Dead Doll

- Jason Voorhees! Available at the San Diego

Cormc-Con (and later the Chicago Comic-Con and

show dates, as well as on Mezco's official

website) Jason is based on his Friday (he 13th

Pari 3 counterpart and features a removeable

sk. What is next for LDD? The Buzz of a

Chainsaw! Details coming soon' Shown

below IS (he 18' scale King Kong action

figure from Mezco. With the movie

come and gone, and the merchan-

dising machine resting, it is finally

for a decent Kong figure

release! Look for him in

stores this Fall!
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Above; Gentle Giant Studios has just revealed their second foray into the realm of The Simpsons: Treehouse of Horror. A

commonly popular well of ideas, many companies have capitalized on the goofing homage that annually demands the

attention of the Simpsons creative staff. This yearly Halloween tradition of storytelling involves the characters of Springfield in^
flrree-skits-per-episode mocking and mimicking of some of the greatest (and not-so-greatest) stories the genre has to offer. 1

Gentle Giant first produced a four-figure product run (as part of their collectible bust-ups toy line) last year featuring the charac-

ters; Homer and Bart (as seen in the Raven send-up episode). Ned Flanders as the Devil, Mr. Bums (in a Bram Stoker's hairdo

and outfit) and Alien-Maggie witfi Kang. The second assortment of Treehouse themed bust-ups will include the killer Krusty doll,

Bart the werewolf. Homer (as Death) and vampire Dr. Hibbert with Ape Abe.

Below: SOTA Toys has a number of figure lines due in stores before year-end. Originally announced last year, the George
y

Romero: Land of the Dead action figure series will finally see distribution. Blade (Tom Savini), Big Daddy and The Butcher willr^

each come witti a base and severed body parts (when all three figures are purchased, the parts form a full body). Scheduled '**>

for a Halloween release, the highly anticipated monsters of H.P. Lovecraft toy line wilt include such creatures as Cthulhu, /
Dagon and The Ghoul. Shown at right is the second 18" Now Playing figure • Pumpk/nhead - in stores this Fall!

Cthulhu

Tragically Harry Potter, 2001 and Clockstoppers have been the focus of recent Simpsons’ Treehouse episodes.



Shown above are the new Kotobukiya Alien vs. PrebaforChimasuta Mystery box figures: imported from Japan! These hyper-detaiied chima-
suta (little statue) stx basic figure set (three Predators and three Aliens) stand approximately 4“ tall and comes with bonus pieces which buik) the
full-size Alien Queen figure! A mystery figure (not to be revealed) is also packed in each case. Collect them all!

Select is importing a number of interesting

Japanese Bride ofChucky pieces over the next couple months, includ-

ing the Chucky and Bride vinyl collection dolls (standing over 10" tall

with character specific accessories; retail; $80.99) and the

Chucky Bobbing Head Bank (retail: $24.99).

The Dark Horse released 'The Space Thing' figure kit comes in pieces that you
easily snap-together to create your own monster. The boxed set comes with inspir-

ing instructions that cleverly poke fun at the subject matter, we just had to give fans

a peek at the fun (to see the full instructions - buy the kit! Fans unfarmilar with the

Space Thing (shown here) will want to check out the "Thing from Another World'

comic book series released through Dark Horse back in the '90s (two mini-senes

are available through the secondary market at select comic shops). Another key

note of interest with this fun kit is the 'Horrora' logo clearly visible on the kit • a nice

nod to dassic modelers!

Did You Know? ifyou stare st the mng box image for 10 minutes men close your eyes, nothing wHI happen

IflDYNEWJ

WizKids Inc. has announced, on top of their

latest horror themed collectible miniatures game
• HorrofClix - they have signed their first licensed

property to join the CMG. In conjunction with

Twentieth Century Fox. two Alien vs. Predator

collector's sets are to be released. The first set

features the acid-blooded Aliens, and the second

set features the brutal space-faring hunters, the

Predators. The game allows users to build

armies of werewolves, zombies, killer clowns

(and now aliens). The premiere HorrorClix

release hits hobby-game stores worldwide on

August 30. 2006. Shown below is the launch

characters, as well as the Convention exdusive

Cthulhu character.

j^orrorl^ifnd 21'w
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New Buffy the Vampire Slayer announcements this

month from Diamond Select Toys includes the next two

installments in the Buffy mini-bust line - Willow and Tara,

as seen in the mega-popular ‘Once More with Feeling’

episode, Each bust will retail for $45 and $50 respec-

tively and will be available this fall, Also revealed from

DST is the Buffy the Vampire Slayer accessory sets!

These ail-new accessory packs gives fans of the 6"

scaled toy line some extra play value with some key

props from the show. Choose from Buffy's weapons

chest, Willow’s laptop, Mr, Gordo, the Glove of

Mynhegon, the statue of Acathia (and the all-important

sword), “Mr, Pointy". Sunnydale sign and more! Two dif-

ferent packs will be available this Fall!

SIDESHOW The original The Dead' action fig-

ure (Patient Zero) quickly saw sec-

ondary market values upwards of

$200-300. Check out page 1 8 for a

peek at Patient Zero as he appears

in our special zombie toy sidebar!
The San Diego Comic-Con is right around the comer and each year

Sideshow Collectibles unveils some of the biggest announcements of the t

year. Almost outshining these announcements are toe exclusive action fig-

ures they present to everyone around toe world., alloffing a number of

ComicCon exclusive figures to web-only patrons, most of the figures pro-

duced are pre-order pick-up for the show only. This year. Sideshow

unveiled two new key items for any horror collector. A Nightmare on Elm

Sf. 2 Freddy (including the 'Chest of Souls' alternate needle hands, a

cross and the diarred remains of Mr. Krueger). Wso, for toe second year

in a row (as part of the questionabty-ongoing series of zombie toys) is ‘The

Dead' figure - toe zombie| |

security guard. Eadi fig- I

ure is sure to command
'

' _ J
high secondary market ' \
value, so those lucky enough

obtain them should rejdce!

Also shown below is the newly

released Jason X 12" figure (shown in package)!^^^^

Quoteable Quotes; "Welcome to prime time, bitch.

"

- Robert Englund (A Nightmare on Elm St. Part 3)



ItOYNEWS

New quarter scale products announced

just prior to this issue's press date indude

Detail junky? Check out

the film-accurate gash on

Leatherface's leg! Ouch!

Did You Know? The name Ardath Bey (Boris Karlotf in The Mummy) is an anagram of Veath by Ra’

Electric Tiki, krawn for their animated

irtaquetles oased on classicTV characters and

cartoons (such as Mamed with Children and

Bewitched), has turned their sights on the "First

Family of Frighf • The Munsters The Tooned

Up* version of Herman will be released fiisL

followed by Lily and the rest of the family (art

designs shown below) Statues will be avail-

able through Sideshow ^

Collectibles online! /ifL.

Horrorrtfetfnd 23



later...

TEXAS CHAINSA!W MASSACltE2
...THE SAW IS STILL FAMILY

The Buzz Begins...

Two decades have passed since Tobe

brought us the sequel to the most disturbing film in the

annals of American cinema - The Texas Chainsaw

Massacre. Although it is often remembered as just

one of the many Chainsaw sequels “better-left-forgot-

ten". this horror gem is actually one of the most over-

looked classics in horror movie history. In conjunction

with the sequelization of the Chainsaw remake (or

prequelization. if you will) we thought what better time,

ttian on its 20th anniversary, to celebrate the sequel to

the original celluloid shocker - The Texas Chainsaw

Massacre 2. Coincidentally enough, midway through

production of this issue It was revealed to us the news

that a new Special Edition DVD release was In pro-

duction. All seems to be right in the world of Horror.

Starting the Saw All Over Again...

At the beginning of the long process to bring

Leatherface back to the big screen, Tobe Hooper

assumed the daunting task of tracking down all the

copyright owners who possessed sequel rights. The

potential sequel was never given a single thought

after completion of the first film, and after the project

was finally greenlit. choosing a director for such a task

was not easy. Hooper at the time was in the midst of

a three-picture-deal with the now-defunct Cannon

films. Having already delivered Life Force and

Invaders from Mars (v/ith their own set of production troubles) TCM2 was to be the

final film in the Cannon deal. Many directors approached were uninterested in touch-

ing the title (with thanks to the pre-planned eight week shoot and the measly $5 mil-

lion production budget). Tobe Hooper was originally going to oversee the production,

but as the start date drew closer Hooper decided to direct the feature himself. Tom

SavinI was placed in charge

of special make-up effects

and Wayne Bell returned as

the sound recorder. The

viciously satirical screenplay

was written by L.M. Kit

Carson of Paris, Texas fame

(Carson also acted as asso-

ciate Producer on the film).

His cynical story took shots

at popular '80s genre

movies and the consumer

lifestyle of Yuppie over-consumption popular in the late

‘80s. Teenage culture clash pictures and coming-of-

age films like the Breakfast Club coupled with a good

ole' fashion revenge tale come together nicely in this

morbid black comedy. While original cast members

were contacted to return to the Chainsaw sequel, only

one actually did. Money issues and indecision were

noted as the main reasons for their absence and the

assembly of a new cast. Back story and mild-human-

ization for each character of the family (not to mention

the answer to the question; where are they now)

marked some of the key elements to why this movie

endures where other sequels falter. The Cook" (aka;

Drayton Sawyer) for instance now runs a striving

catering business and has taken to wearing flashier

attire. Played by Jim Siedow, the only returning cast

member from TCM - Siedow received a more extend-

ed role in this film with some of the most memorable

scene stealing dialogue. This is perhaps the best film

that Jim Siedow ever made in his life." Chainsaw

enthusiast Tim Harden (webmaster for texaschainsaw-

massacre.net) proclaims. “It’s clear that Tobe Hooper

knew of the comedic value Jim brought to the charac-

ter in the first film, and gave him room to expand the

character in the sequel. In TCM2, you get to see Jim in

his prime playing the role he made famous and will

always be famous for."

Bubba Finds Love...

Leatherface (Bubba) didn't really change (aside from

looking aeepier, thanks to his newly designed dead skin

mask) but has matured a bit between films, with empha-

sis given on his affections toward the opposite sex (a

completely void characterisfic in the original film). He also

seems more in control while dealing with his newly found

prepubescent emotions. ‘I wanted the new Lea^erface

to look like leather for once, and I wanted it to look like It

was made up from more than one person, that is more than one victim’s face." Tom

Savin! explained of the new dead skin mask. ‘I assigned that to Mitch Devane and

he did an excellent job with my suggestions." “It was such a schizophrenic looking

mask. It was just really easy to let my imagination fly along" Bill Johnson comment-

ed about wearing tfiis new dead-skin mask. Leatherface was played by two actors in

this film; Bill (William) Johnson personified the character while stuntinan Bob Elmore

was responsible for the running and stunt scenes. The first Chainsaw star Gunnar

Hansen was originally approached to return to his role as Leatherface, but he did not

iCAtmtm

The original advance one-sheet for The Texas Chainsaw Massacre 2.

A rare and interesting promotional poster supporting the impending Cannon • Media VHS and Laserdisc release of Texas Chainsaw Massac 2.

RirmriTriTriTrrr^^ Mmm

T TCM2 QU0t6S’ meat!' Jim Siedow (Drayton Sav/yer: the Cook)



The uber-rare promotional flyer announcing flie impending release of TCM2.

appreciate the pay Cannon had in mind for him (scale plus 10% for his

agent). Explaining to Cannon his lack-of-agent and disapproval to their

offer (he wanted an offer that reflected his importance to the movie)

Cannon reportedly counter-offered with scale - minus the 1 0%.

In TCM2 Grandpa has reached the overly ripe age of 137 and still

remains on his strict liquid diet. With the Cook. Leatherface and

Grandpa all returning from the original film, Tobe decided to add a new

element to the brew. Enter

ChopTop. A new family mem-

ber (who was fighting for his

country in Vietnam during the

events covered in the first

The original p:omotkxial kit sent to video stores nation-wide back in 1987.

film), ChopTop is a psycho who while in Nam
caught the sharp end of a machete. Now sporting

a sterling steel plate embedded in his skull (mixed

with a dever character trait; dreaded itching has

driven him to carry a coat hanger he heats up with

his trusty lighter only to then dig right into the fleshy

edges of his exposed plate for a morbid sense of

relief... then he eats it!) ChopTop had been award-

ed a government settlement which allowed him to

bank roll the “family business" which is hidden in

the closed down Texas Battle Land attraction park

(His true ambition is to one day re-open the theme

park and call it Nam-Land), Expertly played by the

talented Bill Moseley, many of the films memorable

lines were improved by Bill himself! A big fan of Uie

original TCM, it was a little fan-made film by

Moseley and friends titled The Texas Chainsaw

Manicure’ that helped land Bill the role in TCM2.

After Tobe Hooper saw the short (which featured

Moseley in the "Hitchhiker” role) he called Bill and

told him he would keep him in mind for the sequel,

and true to his word... he did.

Bill Moseley...

"\ was actually more afraid of The Chainsaw

Massacre than I was a fan of it." Moseley

explained. “I mean, 1 wasn't ever really comfortable

with the movie - so it disturbs me. I wasn’t really a

fan so much as I was a slave, a frightened slave to

the chainsaw family. When I finally got hired to be

in the sequel and actually be a apart of the chain-

saw family, it really cured me of my chainsaw para-

noia. I had tried a lot of different things... I had seen

the movie about a dozen times hoping that would

somehow ease my deep uneasiness with the

movie, but in fact it made it deeper and more

uneasy. Again trying to exorcise that paranoia, I did

the short movie (The Texas Chainsaw Manicure)

spoof that landed me the role as ChopTop in the

sequel. Trying to make light of it was just another

attempt at trying to get out from under the

heavy bootheel of TCM. So, When I got this

job really out of nowhere with a great leap of

faith on the part of Tobe Hooper and Kit Carson

and whoever else was involved in hiring me,

without ever having auditioned me. Being a part

of the chainsaw family (especially meeting Jim

Siedow in the parking lot of the motel we stayed

in white shooting) really opened me up. I real-

ized that the “if you can’t lick 'em - join 'em"

kind of philosophy really worked for me."

Watching Moseley perform is a treat

to any filmgoer though, as he truly seems to

Above: While most everyone we spoke to involved in the

making of Texas Chainsaw Massacre 2 has no concrete recol-

lection of how the ‘Breakfasi Club" mock-poster came to be. it

no doubt has made its impression on fans for 20 years - most

of vrtiich may never have even realized the direct influence.

Shown above is the TCM2 one-sheet wiSi a comparison shot

to the original Breakfast Gub one-sheet poster.

Examples of the Mexican Lobby Card set that was released during the theatrical run of the film in South America. Check out page 29 for the Mexican theatrical poster!

TCM2 Quotes* “l-S3therface, you bitch! Look what you did to my Sonny Bono wig!" BUI Moseley (ChopTop)



TCM2 QU0t6S- - nobody knows. But the saw'... the saw is family!’’- Jim Siedow (Draytoi

emtx)dy a sense of insanity hard to match on

fiim. “Hell, he scares the hell out of me without

any makeup on." Lou Perryman (L.G.)

explained. “When he was pounding me with

that damn rubber hammer in the radio station, I

Uiought he was going to kill me! The hammer

had this thick wire running through it for

strength, and it hurt like hell, i thought he was

really going to kill me. I was so mad that I tried

to spit in his eye. but i missed!" It has also been

stated that most of Moseley’s dialogue was ad-

libbed, making his performance all the more

disturbing. *1 just know that Tobe really liked

what I was doing... he gave me a lot of leeway.

I haven’t ever enjoyed that much leeway in any

other movies I have done. I think a lot of that

was certainly Tobe's temperament and faith in

his actors, but also that Kit Carson was kind of

making the story up as we went along and on

any given day on the set of Chainsaw 2 a P.A.

would knock on our trailer doors sometimes

four or fives times with different colored script

pages. Most of the time we are just out there

like a plumber or an electrician just trying to get

the job done. You don't really have any spiritu-

al experiences no epiphanies no transforma-

tions necessarily. But with ChopTop once they

shaved my head the whole thing was such a VHS release promotional three-dimensional light-box poster.

Cast This...

With the main cast

established now, other roles

were filled out. Including the

Hitchhiker from the original!? In

body at least - referred to as “Nubbins" by his lov-

ing family members. It seems that the family that

slays together stays together. Even after expira-

tion. Apparently the hitcher’s body was pre-

served and is carried around over the course of

the film by his “twin" brother ChopTop. In one

scene Leatherface even wears his brother’s

corpse like a suit so he can “get in on the action".

The Cook however is a little annoyed at the boys

need to involve their deceased brother in their

horrific exploits. Seems he is beginning to fall

apart and showing signs of wear. Howls go out to

the effects team for coming up with suc^i a inno-

vative and original muppet prop design!

On the flip-side of the coin, the film's hero-

ine (Vantia “Stretch" Brock) is played with horrif-

ic passion by Caroline Williams. A late night radio

DJ who consequently hears (and records) the

murder of two yuppies over their car phone.

Stretch hopes to help bring the murdering family

to justice. It is in this goal that her life will change

forever. But it is the lack of a straight-up antago-

nist/protagonist storyline that separates TCM2

novel experience for me. I somehow got ChopTop. a lot of the stuff that was coming

out of me just seemed to be coming out of ChopTop more than me sitting there try-

ing to figure out some funny lines." When asked, Caroline Williams (“Stretch")

summed up Bill’s performance brilliancy for us; “All he ever did was make us both

look good." It took nearly 20 years for Moseley to receive another role worthy of his

abilities in Rob Zombie’s House of 1000 Corpses.

The Japanese movie program (left)

and French cdleclors book (above).

from the rest of the bunch! Film legend Dennis Hopper appears throughout the film

as Ranger “Lefty" Enright, Uie uncle of

Sally and Franklin Hardesty (victims

from the original Texas Chainsaw

Massacre). An adversary to the family

(adding a third layer to what could

have been a simple 2-sided horror

cliche; aka: killer meets would-be vic-

tim) Hopper delivers a solid and

cracked performance as the vindic-

tive lawman mad for revenge.

“Dennis was just great.” Perryman

remarked. “Plus, it put our boy back

on the map as the guy who can do

anything.” Anything indeed, as

Hopper was armed with a huge full-

size chainsaw (and two smaller

bolstered saws at each side, ala

six shooters) - Lefty seeks swift

retribution! This cat-mouse-and-

cat act draws the curtain on the

family with a chaotic climax that

has to be seen to be truly appreci-



ated. The madness each charac-

ter succumbs to only helps

to make TCM2 worthy of

remembering 20 years

later. It should also be said

that Hooper’s intention

was for the film to be a black

comedy. He felt many had

missed the comedy ele-

ments from the first

Chainsaw film and

wanted to up the

ante this time

around- Perryman

notes: “I don’t think

anybody had

thought that you

could do what they

were trying to do. I remem-

ber that Tobe and Kit were

doing a combination of a

send-up of a horror

film and horror film

at the same

time: a film witti all the fear and gore of a horror film, but

with the added element of comedy where you just

can’t help but laugh, and it seemed like the fans and

the critics just didn’t get it at the time."

Final Cut...

Much like the first film, many elements made

TCM2 a true test of wills to complete. Hooper was

given very little time to complete the film. His budget was

ever-shrinking thanks to the shady workings of Cannon

films. The script was rewritten on a nearly daily basis, mixed

with filming on a huge set that reached (at times) a stagger

ing 120 degrees due to a ton of lighting and poor ventilation

many of the cast and crew got sick courtesy of

extreme temperature changes from constant loca-

tion changes - from the staggering heat of the out-

doors to the air conditioned interior sets (at one point,

star Bill Johnson actually contracted walking pneumo-

nia and almost died!) Other amenities like food and

water were also absent the last few weeks of filming.

The laundry list of problems just seemed to have no

end. The company gathered [one day] and Tobe

asked us to power forward for the next 14 days of

shooting, so that we could finish on time."

Caroline Williams explained. ‘No breaks, no

weekends off (close to 20-hour days for the

crew). Total devotion. 1 think we all wanted to

make a good product that we could be proud of.

I loved being one of that crew."

With all the problems the production endured, the most upsetting was the

cutting of many scenes from the film. One sequence in particular involved

Lefty’s hallucinogenic chainsaw nightmare which

occurred after eating the worm from a bottle of

mescal and right before Stretch knocks on his

room door. Hooper’s character believes he is see-

ing chainsaws coming through the walls surrounding

him. Richard Kooris (Cinematographer) said of the

fabled lost scene: 1 have no idea what happened to it.

When Cannon failed. I'm sure that saving the out

takes on this film was not a high priority item. The

shot I remember best from that sequence was a 360

degree dolly shot around Lefty as he sat on the edge

of the hotel bed, cradling his gun and contemplating destruc-

tion. There was also a fasdnating scene which involved hal-

lucinatory chainsaws emerging from the closet in the room."

Other scenes were cut for a variety of reasons.

Some can be seen as bonus material on the laserdisc and

digitally remastered collector’s edition US VHS release,

although some of these scenes are missing audio elements

and visually appear very rough. An unoffidal “Uncut 111

Minute Composite Print" with these cut scenes spliced back

in their appropriate spots exist however, the scenes still

have the same audio and visual flaws. “I think the biggest

loss in the Cannon edit is the backstory on Lefty and his

order form promoting the release of TCM2 to VHS as well as

reasonably priced collectibles (including the life-size standee)Promotional video store standee featuring TCM2s Leatherface in a yellow apron.

TCM2 QU0t6S’ “^ook At My Face. Look Look It" Like Death Eatin A Cracker “ - Bill Moseley (ChopTop)



Above: A sampling of the limited-release trading card series on the art of

FX meistro Tom Savini. Card set includes shots of Tom’s various works,

including his SFX on The Texas Chainsaw Massacre 2.

Spencers Gifts exclusive TCM statue {based on TCM2}

quest for the Chainsaw gang." Richard Kooris added. “Lefty is a mudi more complex

character in the original script but his role was brutally pared down to get the film

down in time and raise the blood quotient.” Other cut scenes of interest include a

famous mall sequence that involves horror enthusiast Joe Bob Briggs being saw’d

down in a stair well. The same long sequence also involves a parking lot massacre

involving a football team. “We did some awesome effects for that scene with the fan

who gets a chainsaw cut right through the middle of his face, and the hand that gets

cut off and gives the finger." Tom Savini explained of the scene. “That

was my hand.” More gore and minor scenes of dialogue (and

some major) were also exorcized- “I was so disappointed

with the exclusion of an exposition scene where the

audience learns that Lefty may have been Vanita's

father." Caroline also revealed. “1 loved the bond

between the two that disappeared due to Cannon film’s

lousy editing.” Lou Perryman even bragged about an

alternate take to his “skinned" sequence from the film:

“We decided that this family of perverts would

absolutely not leave him [L.G.] any damn boxer shorts

to walk around In. After all. they thought he was dead,

right? Well, Tobe had heard from an old girlfriend of mine

that I was pretty well hung so he asked me if I would do

the scene naked. So they had a doctor come to the set and

give me some sort of an injection to make sure my unit would

stay large enough through the scene that 1 wouldn’t embarrass

myself. I think my career would have gone a lot better If Cannon

would have let them keep it in the movie. I heard they thought that

is was way too distracting from the scene." Many of the cut scenes

(sans the naked Lou sequence) will be present this October when the

TCM2 Special Edition DVD hits stores (more on that at the end of this ^ rare promoSonai

story). Leatherface mask.

^XDve: The wide-release vinyl

album soundtrack to The Texas

Chainsaw Massacre 2. Left a

rare promotioral-released cas-

sette soundtrack to the film.

Merchandising for the film was non-existent as was the norm for slasher flicks

released in the 1980s. Collectilbles for the film remain restricted to promotional items

like posters, signs, masks, programs and a soundtrack. Poster hunters seek out the

foreign playbills as they feature some of the best alternate and artistic imagery from

the film. Many t-shirts

(licensed and unlicensed)

for the film and its charac-

ters are currently available while many designs have been retired. Throughout this

article are examples of the above mentioned promotional collectibles and different

video format releases.

Remembering TCM2...

The film for all its trails and tribulations, cut or uncut, has

secured itself as a top notch example of a taie cult classic. Its influ-

ence can be clearly seen in Rob Zombie's House of 1.000

Corpses and The Devil's Rejects. Every TCM2 fan has enter-

tained the notion of how incredible a ChopTop feature film could

be. The HorrorHound staff considers the movie to be one of the

most underrated in the genre. We have viewed the movie (eas-

ily) more than even the original classic, not to mention quoting

its dialogue repeatedly for the past 20 years. Why else would

we be crazy enough to devote 7 pages of our magazine to such

a gem!?

In closing, we asked the cast and crew what they

thought of the movie after all these years, especially with the

impending new DVD release. Here are a few of their final

thoughts on the film; Caroline Williams: “That it's a helluva fun

flick! I loved the character of “Stretch". I love that she's getting

out for a romp 20-years later and still screams and fights like

nobodies business!”; Bill Moseley: “ChopTop is still alive and well - he

has a great sense of humor that I will always appreciate. God Bless

ChopTop.": Lou Perryman: “I hope people remember that we were having

fun thinking about the people who were going to see it while we were mak-

ing it."; Richard Kooris; "Everyone on that cast and crew suffered greatly

during the show and I'd never do another one under those conditions. But I'm glad

my name is on this one."; Bill Johnson: “It’s been out for 20 years, and many people

like it with more and more people discovering it still. I think it’s incredibly rewatch-

able. Without them [the fans] I'd be nothing. The fans are just fabulous. They are so

Above is a sampling of the US lobby cards released for the film. Check out page 30 for a peek at the press kit used to promote the movie, featuring rare black and white stills!

TCM2 QU0t6S- “It’s the Devil's Playground..." ~ Dennis Hopper (Lefty)
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Above, from left to rigfit: The original Mexican one-sheet promoting the film, and a promotional black and white poster featuring ‘Bubba".

Catching Up With ChopTop...
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HonvrHound What's this we hear about your band Combugs?

ChopTop: Well. Yep it's me and ahh. Combugs is a band I have

with Buckethead and Pnchface. Buckethead 'is the worlds great-

est guitar ;^er.. pluker.. player and Pinchface is the worids great-

est PirKhface and.. and he can play really good drums

to boot. Combugs has five CDs of

musical madness out. One of diem

is called Skeleton Farm, which is our

name for Iraq: hahahal Another one

of them is caHed Celebrity Psychos,

because we are all famous now. but

were still crazy. Ohh Yeah... one is

called Dunkey Town which is named

after the original name of Gillette

Wyoming. My great grandfather surveyed the Builington Railroad route across

Wyoming and Donkey Town used to be a tent city of whores, muggers and gam-

blers. They exploited the railroad gangs and that was the next town above Donkey Creek

Wyoming. In honor of my great grandfather's great job of surveying the Burlington

Railroad the company didn't give him a cash bonus which is what he wanted, instead

they renamed Donkey Tovm to Gillette Wyoming, That was quite exciting. The next CD I want to can

Atomic Cock. Itl actually have a... you know, a picbjre of the letter L that had fallen down should be like

it reads Atomic Clock. That would be funny: hahaha. Brain Circus is another CD that is out of print, but we
are fryng to print some more back up Then we have Rest Home for Robots - the cover art was done by

two different artisf one is by a guy named Eric Pigors (toxlctoons.com) and he does alot of our artwork.

Then we also have another great artist who does alot of Bucketheads

stuff called Frankenseuss. Right now we are working on a Combugs

DVD called Quackers! Because there seems to be alot of ducks on

this particular DVD. alot of ducks and geese so, we call it Quackers!

It’s going to be real cheap. I think we have managed to squeeze

about $5 minutes out of H. [Dogs can hunt] for our stuff at either chop-

topsbbq.com and I think maybe Buckethead sells some Combugs

CDs and tdrsmu8ic.com. Pretty much Combugs never plays any-

where live. I think we have only played four or five times in history.

You know it is |ust something fun for me. To take some of our old
*

weird garage toons and put them out on CDs. I am the vocalist and I

write Ihe lyrics and Buckethead does all Ihe music and Pinchface

plays Ihe drums. Usually there is no bass guitar unless Buckethead

plays bass in which case therr is no lead guitar. I guess we soukt like

Primus or something like that, its progressive ROCK! You know its

not... rts not ghouibilly or what ever that stuff is called whals that psy-

chobiy Its nothing tike that. You know good ole American

rock ‘n roll. No but... but yeah but., wo^. It has crazy lyrics

and we sing about frozen and buried children, eating people

ehh. monsters and organ donors stuff like that. It's kind of

yeah, maybe it has a little bit of a dark theme buL hehehe-

what doesn’t these days.

HH- How dkJ Combugs come to be?

CT. Combugs started because years ago I got into the

autograph circuit- What I wanted to do

was have more then just some 8x10 pic-

tures to sign for the tens. So. I thought

maybe I would talk to Buckethead

because I had done some vocals on his

Giant Robot album many years ago. We
got along w^l he is a fan of mine. I called

him up and I said 'Hey man I would like to

uhmm. can we ma^ get together and do

some muse [music is my life] that I could

sell at my table at these horror conventfons'

and he said 'sure' We got together and it went really really

well and we jusi liked hanging out and we are on the same wave-length creatively so we fust kind of ended

up cranking out these tunes then Pinchface got involved and we ended up just ahh... really having a great

time hanging out and making music at Buckelhead's old rehearsal studio in San Dimas. California So.

that is the story of Combugs

HH What are some of your (ChopTop's) ambitions?

CT I want to do a movie I have been kicking around a movie idea

which will kind of bring me back in some form or other. I have talked

to Tobe Hooper a couple of times and he would love too. He always is

talking about doing a movie that maybe is specrficaliy about me...

ChopTop! It has not happened yet. it may you never know it has only

been... hehehe... 20 years since we did Chainsaw 2.

HH Would you (ChopTop) like to be immortallized as a collectible

action figure?

CT' Yeah . but that, that won't help me much. It would probably would

be, be great and and fun for the tens. I don't think it is going to keep

me out of potter's field though. Yeah., yeah I think that would be just

fine. Well It is now lime for me to make my exit .. E-X-l-T!

HorrorriDUhdTCIV12 Quotes’ P'9 Slice him thick, That's my sweetmeat ’’ - Bill Moseley (ChopTop)



The twelve piece French Lobby Card set featuring movie stills and behind-the-scene photos. Who's that in tiie window of the 'record vault' (above right)?

Over the past couple months on both www.horrorhound.com and the offi-

cial HorrorHound myspace. we asked fans to come up with their best

artistic interpritations of the cannibalistic family (as seen the TCM2). For

a special reward Below is the grand pnze winner m the first ever

Homtfkxjnd an contest, as wen as a number of honorable mentions

Thanks to everyone who sent in their submissions!!

The TCm2 cast: Art by Nathan Milliner

incredibly enthusiastic and full of energy and loyal. 1 appreciate get-

ting to meet them and know them."; Tom Savini; "People

don’t have to remember anything, it’s all right there in

living color anytime you want it."

2

Finally... The DVD!

After years (too many) The Texas Chainsaw

Massacre 2 will be available in a special edition format

on DVD. Produced by MPI/Sony/MGM, this packed edi-

tion includes all new interviews with the cast and crew

(including Tom Savini. Bill Johnson, Bill Moseley,

Kit Carson, Lou Perryman), the rough-cut delet-

ed scenes, behind the scenes features and the

film in widescreen with a new 16:9 transfer.

Commentaries, trailers, stills and more are all

present to help make this the knock-out beal-all

definitive DVD release for the film. Look for it in

stores this October in conjunction with the

release of TCM: The Beginning in theaters, as

well as the super-edition DVD release of the orig-

inal film that started it all! Look for more on all

these releases next issue of HorrorHouncfl

The Fans, The Merchandise...

One thing that is very apparent
~ ^

after all these years, is that The Texas Chainsaw Massacre 2

has one of the more loyal fan bases of any horror film. The love and

respect for the character ChopTop that Bill Moseley has shown over the years hasn’t hurt this cause; as

(for years) Bill dressed up like ChopTop at many conventions for photo ops with fans. On the road with

his own brand of TCM2 merchandise (such as head-plates and coat-hangers) and ensuring anybody

who attended the same convenUons as him walked away knowing how much the character meant.

Merchandise for the movie has always been difficult to find though, as HorrorHound figured out during

the making of this issue. We luckily met a number of people who helped pull together the biggest col-

lection of advertising and promotional memorabilia seen for the film, as well as a fair amount of fan par-

ticipation via an online art contest (shown at left). This topped with the great support from the filmmak-

ers helped make this issue. Not everything did make it into this magazine though - so check out hor-

rorhound.com for exclusive content, including extend-

ed interviews and fan art that didn't make this issue!

A very special thanks

goes out to everyone

who helped pull this arti-

cle together: Midiael

Felsher. Larry New, Tim

Harden, Paul Davis.

Simon (aka Dark Angel),

Amle Smith, Tom Barber,

Bill Johnson, Bill Moseley

and all the fans and the

casVcrew of TCM2,

OnLinG- of TCM2 should also check out the unofficial fan site: www.halfeatencorpse.com/texaschainsawmassacre2



EP When I did my first San Diego

Comic-Con Mez (from Uezco) also

had a booth and he saw my worli and

was interested in me doing versions

of the Addams Family for his toys In

my style. A few years went by and that

never happened Then we ended up

doing the. "Let's Ptay at the Morgue"

ToxicToons set. It was hard at first trying

to pick a group of my characters to do a

toy set of. but I had just finished my bock

'Unkle Pigors Ghoukshly Ghastly

^ Deadtime Stories' and all the Ghar-

ry? acters I picked where in this

book. They just clicked when

Mrv next to each other. Ihe toys have

gained me a lot of fans all over

the world that didn't even

know about ToxicToons.

PiGOf'S

This issue HonofHoond Magazine shines it's artst spot-

^^^ight on a character who has made a living out of creating Insane artwork based on the

creatures of the horror genre, as well as establishing a new art style which spawned the popular

ToxicToons and whom has also worked with such c^ebs as Metallica and Texas Chainsaw

Massacre 2s very own Chop Top (BUI Moseley) Enter die art of Enc Rgors:

^
fforrorNound When did you draw your first ToxicToons character and how did you come up 1^4”
with the name ToxicToons? ...gajKii

*
I

Eric Pigors Wow, that

"iy^' I
^ 3

\ t
time ago. Probably 1985-

''s

' ' 86 is when I found my

s'* *}. r ' own style At that time I

i 's
.

used to go see all the

?]*" ' festivals and Mm
jtf i

^ really enjoyed that jgailk

Tf* all^ ' ^5 W artists' film was

J ® ‘>1 Mni • 1 W in their own

M ^visual style Plus J[L^BM X* Srowing up on MAD
^^ A magazine really sunk

, \
V mto my head. I came

V’.i’JCTi » “P ToxicToons

Bill** .- -

%- mi I

when I did my first set of

postcards and was looking for a name to call my stuff I was spray paint- f
mgmybackgroundsontheporchandlhehugecloudcifTOXICspraywaschokingme^ 40^
and since I draw carTOONS I just put the two togeth-

er and whooola. Plus my characters look kmda Toxic
^

and seedy hke villains you see in old cartoons.

HH: Which of your personal favonteartisl do you feel M
has inspired your art style the mosP ?f y
EP: It would be between Jack Davis and B K Taylor f ^
who drew all the Odd Rods Stickers. His [Taylor] Odd ' B
Rods had the most impact on me I remember taking .

^

my quarter down to the 7-11 for candy at the end of T j ^
our housing track as a kid 1 would see the Odd Rods w .

~
t ' §^9

box art starmg at me I would buy 5 packs for 25 1 W '•

'

cents and gel about 15-20 of the koolesf monsters ? » ^

dnvmg hot rods and a big stick of gum. I was so i .• am ^
addicted to them that I continued buying them even .

' ^
^ ^

after having tnplesofalmost all the cards. When I got ey ^
*

a 8mm camera i cut up the stickers and cM some M ~|

stop motion animation with them Jack Davis' You1l
j

J^S _|
Die Laughing cards and his MAD work also really had

|
—

—

a huge impact on me as well as Plop comics. Wacky

Packages and old animated cartoons. MAD especially sunk mto my mmd. Anything that was drawn weird or

monstrous that I saw m my early years really mierested me right away

HH How did the deal with Mezco Toyz (to produce ToxicToons action figures) come abouf^

I understand you
*

had ToxicToons masks 1

produced, will they be

and where

^

can fans get them'^

L My friends Mark r

Si Ron

Monster Effects
* —

; V rnade some, but there aren't any plans of them being mass produced. I also had a

y) meeting with Don Post about possbiy doing some designs for him My stuff would be

perfect for the Halloween market ^ce its what I love to draw stuff about.

mm n HH Your fourth book was just released - can you give us an autopsy?

EP Wei its a 96 page sketchbook that shows a If bit of my process on how I think

up these monstrous characters.

^ Disney drawing the viams
'~ Can you tel us about dial and what it was tike?

‘ EP: Well It was hard and a lot of fun. And the pay

^ benefits are always a phis. I

.

^ hear smce John Lasseter from PIXAR took over

1 things might change to doing hand drawn films

^ B unemployed from 2-d at

' A 1 Disney for 3 years now. The most fun characters I

^
V •V drew there were Hades in Hercules and the Hyenas

'
*, Vi in Lion King Hercules was a lot of fun smce they

0^ had Gerald Scarfe (iMio did Rnk Floyd's The Wall

^ animation) design the look. Plus Hades was almost

^ _ ? ^^BB kke doing a more wacky WB style of animation. I

’ 'M
.

» • even got to do alien pirate designs in Treasure

® Plane! and they even used one of my characters

r ^ named it after my last name on the model

I I sheets. Last year I got to design the Ed Edd and

TT Halloween special's characters and it turned

out really good

HH Whal homy films have inspired you over the years?

EP I like the old ones like a) the Frankenstein films, Roger Corman's Vincent Price films. TCM

1

and 2.

Munsters and Addams Family tv shows are my faves'

Turn the page for an exclusive Eric Pigors Monsters pull-out poster! (11x17 poster; carefully remove from staples)
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U K CENSORSHIPW
\ EVEitYTHIIiS YOU YVAMfEO TO 4UiOW ABOUT BRITISH CEKSORSHIP

(BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK)
Pre-Nastiness - 1971 to 1980

It is only par for the course that after the announcement of a brand new movie from direc-

tors such as Rob Zombie, Alexandre Aja or Eli Roth, that the horror fan base will have reserva-

tions as to whether the “beloved’ MPAA will leave the film in a reasonable state for its theatrical

exhibition, it is often the case in this day and age, that genre filmmakers will concede to the

almighty scissors of the censor and willingly submit an 'R' friendly version of their work, know-

ing full well that they can release their immaculate vision in an unrated DVD later down the line;

such has been the case more recently with movies such as The Devil’s Rejects, The Hills Have

Eyes and Hostel.

Hell
holds

surprises
for
them...

VANESSA REDGRAVE

. KEN RUSSELL’S

OLIVER REED

TttC

Of course, while releasing movies unrated has always been an alternate route for horror in

the United States, both theatrically and on home video format, the British government have

always regarded the motion picture as a medium subjected to mandatory regulation - in short,

the British public are being told what they can and cannot watch.

The British Board of Film Classification have acted as the United Kingdom's censors for the

past ninety-four years, and as a young horror fan growing up in a land that for the longest time

had the most stringent censorship laws in the Western-world, I could not rent a copy of Dawn
of the Dead that had ttie infamous head explosion in tact, see Henry: Portrait OfA Serial Killer

until 1993-albeit in a horribly re-edited version, and gel this... I could not see The Exorcist AT

ALL! Frustration is not even the operative word here.

Although the history of British censorship retains its notoriety amongst genre fans solely

through the 'video nasties' panic of the early 1 980s. the troubled times actually kicked off some

eleven-years before the 'nasties’, in fact just prior to the release of Ken Russell's uber-con-

tentious motion picture The Devils in 1971. Chief censor of Hie BBFC at that fime, John

Trevelyan, had been monitoring the progress of Russell's tale of sixteenth century forbidden

love between a priest and nun and the hysteria of demonic possession within the convent both

inhabit, since before the movie had even finished principal photography; but left Russell to it

based on his sincerity that his adaptation was faithful to Aldous Huxley’s original documentary

novel 'The Devils Of Loudon’. The completed film (in Russell's vision) was submitted to the

Board in February 1971 and the group of examiners were quick by Paul Davis
to pass the film on to the local authorities, stating that Russell's

film was "a nauseating piece of film making". Trevelyan stood by his team of examiners pro-

claiming that the depth of filth depicted in the film deterred any foresight that Russell was out to

make a piece of art. but wanted to push buttons and cause controversy. The chief censor drew

up a two page list of recommended cuts that included Vanessa Redgrave's use of a charred

body part as a diido, a priest masturbating at the sight of naked hysterical nuns, and the infa-

mous 'Rape of Christ’ sequence in which several of the “possessed", naked populace of the

Covent writhe and manoeuvre very suggestively on a statue of Christ's crucifixion. A watered

down version of The Devils was resubmitted in early April, but yet more cuts were required to

release Russell's film. Finally conceding to the Board’s demands, a considerably toned down

version was passed with an 'X' certificate in May 1971, with the several minutes omitted by the

censors becoming legendary among fans of the movie. Despite being aired in a documentary

about Uie movie in early 2000, the movie is yet to have these scenes restored, suggesting that

maybe a future DVD release Is In the cards at Warner Bros.

Seemingly aware that dark times were on the horizon for the Board with the impending

release of some of the most divisive movies in cinema history, chief censor John Trevelyan relin-

quished his post as the secretary of the BBFC after thirteen-years of service. Taking his place

was former BBC television program maker and ex-school teacher Stephen Murphy, an individ-

ual who had to be excellent in public relations with the looming release of The Devils.

In his first three-years as the head

censor of the Board, Murphy was faced

with passing such features as Sam
Peckinpah's Sfraw Dogs, Bernardo

Bertolucci’s Last Tango In Paris, and

Stanley Kubrick's A Clockwork Orange:

all of which caused a barrage of media

backlash, as well as remonstration from

moral groups and the general public

alike. Although all three movies did

cause initial concern for the newly

appointed chief censor (with both Sfraw

Dogs and Last Tango requiring cuts to

obtain ratings). Murphy had absolutely

no objections when faced with William

Friedkin's The Exorcist in January 1974.

Passed with an uncut 'X' certificate

after its first examination, Muiphy stood

by his decision despite rigorous protest

from religious groups, most notably Mary

Whitehouse’s (self elected moral voice of

Britain) 'Festival of Light’ - who were

most vocal over Stephen Murphy's

refusal to revoke the certificate given to

The Devils by his forerunner. Although

Murphy accepted that The Exorcist had
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TCM Banned... it happened!
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FoKovmng the barrage of moralist attacks at B6FC Director,

Stephen Murphy in 1974, a new year meant resolutions for the

chief censor. Following an examination screening on March 12th

1975. the BBFC immediately refused to certify Tobe Hooper's

Texas Chainsaw Massacre for Iheatncal display anywhere in the

United Kingdom Claiming that the problem stemmed not from

the amount of gore in the movie (let's^ it, there ts very little),

but the great length at which the scenes involving the torture

and terronzation of the lead female are played out. Despite fur-

ther submissions and efforts to have the film certified nationwide

with new Chief examiner, James Ferman m May 1975, the dis-

tributors submitted the film to the Greater London Council who

in August 1 976 granted the film an 'X' certificate (with warnings

of its content) to play exclusively in London cinemas.

Despite TCM being one of the most popular titles in Ihe

'80s video boom, the film once again faced Ferman's wrath after

the Video Recordings Act came into play. While escaping the

Video Nasties' list by a thread. Femtan refused to grant the

movie a home video certificate, explicitly referring to Hooper's

classic as Ihe pornography of lerrori'

The sequels did not fair too greatly under the scrutiny of

James Ferman either. Although originally submitted for exami-

nation in October 1986. toe censors stalled the release of

TCM2, constantly requesting cut after cut, until Canon eventual-

ly gave up and withdrew the movie from release in Ihe UK. A

shmar fate befell the second sequel Leatfie/face. TCM3 in May

1990 • in which Ferman stated that this entry was by far the

crudest of toe three movies so far • that placed far too much

emphasis on the torture and humiliation of its female characters

Following the retirement of James Ferman in 1999, toe original

TCM was FINALLY granted an uncut '18'

classificalion for boto i

{

theatrical and video

release in the UK. The 1

new director in charge of

the BBFC, Robm Duvall. U
stated that the Board

could not find any evi-

dencs to suggest that the

film 1$ dangerous, and ^
heralded the movie as a

landmark in horror one- 1 4
ma Since Ferman's I

retirement, all of the Texas

Chainsaw Massacre 1

movies have found tow I

way on to UK DVD witoout
|

the BBFC batting an eyelid 1

toward them. I

Let’s Get Nasty - 1980 to 198A

caused a worldwide hysteria that opened up the floodgates to public belief in demon-

ic possession, he maintained that the sudden interest on the subject was a “social

phenomenon" rather than a call to brandish the censor's scissors. In response to the

diief censor's lack of moral fiber, the 'Festival' targeted several London screenings of

The Exora'sf and brandished leaflets to queuing patrons, warning them not to open

themselves to the "forces of darkness” by watching the movie.

By the time The Exorcist had come to the end of a very successful theatrical run,

Stephen Murphy had already retired his scissors and abandoned post after only four

years as chief secretary of the BBFC. With the British censoring board lying battered

and bruised, the new chief needed to be someone to restore confidence in the sys-

tem, someone that would justify his decisions both to his board of examiners and the

public; enter forty five-year-old, New Yorker, James Ferman, a documentary film-

maker who’s interest was to act as the conscience of the industry, unlike his prede-

''

cessors whom he referred to as industry guardians. Upon his appointment in May

1975, Ferman was immediately faced with the resubmission of a low-budget horror

movie that Stephen Murphy had already refused to grant certification. Trying its luc*

,
With the new chief censor, The Texas Chainsaw Massacre had previously been

advised to seek certification exclusively through the Greater London Council on the

grounds that the movie was simply too horrifying to certify for a nationwide release.

Ferman agreed with Murphy's original decision and also refused to grant The Texas

Chainsaw Massacre a theatrical release on ttie basis that it was "too good". Ferman

declared that the film was “very persuasive all the way through, and you feel as

though you are watching reality". As a result, the film was later granted an 'X' certifi-

cate for exhibition in London only by the GLC.

Settled into his position as chief secretary of the British Board of Film

Classification, James Ferman’s only recoil from the ethical few came in response to films that portrayed either explicit scenes of a sexual

nature (Emmanuei) or poked fun at religion (Monty Python’s Life Of Brian). The horror genre, it seemed, had been cut some slack by the

chief censor who saw films such as The Omen and Friday The 13th make it to the big screen unscathed - movies such as Dawn Of The

' Dead and The Hills Have Eyes also made it to cinema screens, but suffered minor cuts of around 1 2 seconds a piece. It appeared as though

James Ferman had adiieved exactly what he had set out to do, and that was restore faith in the Board's ability to justifiably make a motion

picture suitable for public exhibition in the United Kingdom; but the dawn of a new decade would see the emergence of a brand new tech-

nology that was out of the BBFC's jurisdiction. Classing itselfas a publishing medium,

the video cassette was tipped to be the forerunner in home entertainment, and with

big budget studios hogging dnema screens worldwide, this was the perfect opportu-

nity for small film companies to distribute movies that the theaters dare not show...

.

movies that were just too damn nasty!

By December 1980 the Video Cassette Recorder had really taken the UK by

storm, in fact there were more VCRs per home in Britain than anywhere else in the

world. On sale at your local convenient store or gas station, tfie general public were

free to rent such titles as The Driller Killer, I Spit On Your Grave and Cannibal

Holocaust at such a minimal fee (although membership casts reached anywhere

between ten and fifty pounds - so a maximum of around $100). and it did not stop at

adults; where as theatrical presentations were subjected to compulsory censorship,

the video cassette was an unregulated format that did not bare any kind of certificate

from a governing body - allowing children to rent any title they see fit as easily as they

could buy candy. For the first time in the UK, the little guy had won, and movies that

would never be shown on a big screen were being made available to the buying pub-

lic. Of course, before long, this meant that the big boys from Hollywood, however

sceptical they seemed about the evolution of home video, would jump in and start

releasing titles for rental and purchase. By 1981 it was not unusual to see movies put

out by Warner Bros, CIC (who acted for Paramount), or Columbia Pictures next to

unknown companies such as Palace, Vipco or Video 2000.

In November of 1981 the BBFC had come to an agreement with the British

Videogram Association that ensured a voluntary code of conduct in which video dis-

A Clockwork Orange was banned in the UK lor twenty-seven-years. A theater was closed down in 1993 lor showing it illegally.
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FRIDAY THE 13th’
IS GOING TO SCARE ™e HELL CH/T Of YOU... AGAIN.

tributors COULD enter their movies for classification, however, as soon as the major stu-

dios began to take advantage of this new system to ensure a more commercial release,

the little distributors would be shoved to the back of the line and thus continued to

release their movies unregulated.

Within a year, the horror genre had taken control of the video market. Titles

such as Last House on the Left. Lucio Fulci's Zomb/e (released In the UK as Zombie

Flesh Eaters) and Argento’s Tenebrae were flying off of video shelves nationwide, in

actual fact Sam Raimi's The Evil Deadwas the highest shifting title in the UK, selling over

fifty thousand copies alone in 1983. Nevertheless, with popularity came exposure and it

was not long before the moral say-so was back, led once again by Mary Whitehouse and

the 'Festival of Light'. While a torrent of videos were aimed at the younger market,

notably those who could use the new technology, Whitehouse's concern was that of the

"ordinary people” who would be subjected to the violence and horror that was being

made available. In an attempt to have something officially done about the video boom.

Whitehouse had a tape edited together ftiat featured gory "highlights" from a number of

films that were a major cause for concern at the time, namely anything vrtiich featured

explicit scenes of violence or bloodthirsty horror that would offend your “average" Briton.

In the wake of recession fuelled riots in suc^i British territories such as Bristol, Toxeth.

and Southall, Whitehouse vowed that the elimination of such violent and horrific media

would eradicate the violence that was distressing the waking world, and with an election

forthcoming, the British Consenrative politidans needed a scapegoat, something that

they could point the finger at and promise to wipe ouL With the politicians by her side, it

was now up to Mary Whitehouse to cause a nationwide moral panic, a flare to let one

and all know that videos were dangerous, a bonfire that blazed the message that vio-

lence and horror was corrupting Britain's youth and the sensibilities of commonplace

folk... with the help of her “flock" and the ever enthusiastic ‘Daily Mail' newspaper at the

helm, the slogan ‘Wdeo Nasty’ was bom.

On June 30th 1 983, ‘The Daily Mai!' printed a very confrontational article that asked, “How much longer will the government dither and

parliament blather white our children can continue to buy sadism from the video-pusher as easily - and almost as cheaply - as they can buy

fruit gums from the sweetie shops?" Such articles were just the tip of the iceberg for Whitehouse's campaign against the “sadist videos": and

wifo the Department of Public Prosecution now backing the cause, Whitehouse was unwavering in cracking down on foe epidemic by the

most rigorous of means possible. Identifying the film retailer as the weakest link in the chain, the DPP bypassed both the studios and dis-

tributors of said movies and targeted the actual retailers (those that could not back themselves financially) of what they considered to be the

'Video Nasties'. Before long foe British police were embarking on a nationwide confis-

cation of titles that they believed were capable of harming the public - with film literacy
|

proving to be a misplaced cause for some of the more hilarious confiscations that includ-
[

ed the World War II epic The Big Red One and Dolly Parton's The Best Little Whore
|

House In Texas.

Determined to ensure that the police would appropriately impound the correct

movies that they believed breached the Obscene Publications Act, foe DPP drew up a

list of sixty titles foal the police should hunt for. As video retailers were prosecuted and

run into foe ground, fresh blood would emerge, with new video stores opening as old

ones were buried. This in turn resulted in a change of strategy for both Mary Whitehouse

and the DPP as it was now their aim to take on foe providers of foe 'Video Nasties' rather

than foe people they referred to as the "pushers”.

With foe video distributors now the main target of foe DPP, foe first name out of the

hat was (not) surprisingly Palace Pictures, foe “pusher" of the most successful video of

foe era The Evil Dead. While BBFC chief censor, James Ferman, saw Sam Raimi's

gorefest as somewhat of a parody of the genre and an exaggeration of special effects,

some of his examiners were not so quick to defend the movie, one even deeming it as

a nauseating piece of film that attacked her bodily integrity - pardon me while I stand

back and feel embarrassed to be British... ok. I’m done. While The Evil Dead was

passed for theatrical presentation by the BBFC with cuts (foe wiggling of foe pendl in the

girls foot TWICE was just loo much... this was cut to just one vriggle) the Department of

Public Prosecutions still regarded the film as a 'Video Nasty' foat was to be prosecuted.
[

Palace Pictures were taken to court and tried by the DPP on November 7fo 1983, but
|

were laughed out of csjurt and found “not guilty" by a judge and jury who could not see

b Hol-itSrHound Nssty* BBFC wanted to ban The Cabinet Of Dr. Caligari in 1922 to avoid distressing relatives of the insane.

SCOTLAND YARD'S

OFFICIAL LIST OF VIDEO NASTIES
The 39 movies succesfully prosecuted in the Nasties era:

the rest were official nasties txn *on parole' if you wM....

y.r “•xvmi

Prosecuted:

1) /1C)surd

2) Axe

3} /trithropoohagous.'

Thedeasf

4) The Beast In Heat

5) Blood Bath

6) Blood Feast

T) Blood Rites

B) Bloody Moon

9) The Burning

10) Cannibal Hotocausf

11) CannibalApocalypse

t2) Cannibal Ferox

13) The Canniba/ Man

14) The Dewt Hunter

15) Don't go In The

Woods/done

16) The Drier rater

\T)evilSp^

18) Expose

19) Fight For Vbur L/fe

20
}
Andy Warhol's

Frankenstein

2^) Faixs Of Death

22) Gestapo's Last Orgy

23) Forest Of Fear

24) The House By The

Cemetery

25) House On The Edge

Of The Part

26) ts/anctOfOeath

27) t Spit On your Grave

I 28) Love Camp 7

I

2S) The Last House

I

On The Lett

I 30) Madhouse

31) NightOf The

BloodyApes

32) Nighf Of The Demon

33) March Gras Massacre

34) S5 Experiment Camp

35) Ni^itmares In A

Damaged Brem

36) Snuff

37) Tenebrae

38) The Werewolf 4 The Vfefl'

39) Zombie Fte^ Eaters

Not Prosecuted:

40) The Beyond

41) The Bogey Man

42) Cannib^ Terror

43) Death Trap

44) Contarr^bon

45) Dead 4 Buned

46) Delirium

47) Dont Go In The House

48) Deep River Savages

49) The EvU Dead

50) Doni Go Near The Park

51) Dont Look In The

Basement

52) Frozen Scream

53) Funhouse

5A)IMiss'fyu

Hugs 4 Kisses

55) The Killer Nun

56) Inferno

57) Late Night Trains

58) Uvmg Dead At The

Mandrester Morgue

59) Nightmare Maker

60) Pnsoner Of The

Cann^ God

61) Possession

62) Pranks

63) Revenge Of The

Bogey Alan

64) The Slayer

65) Shogun Assassin

67) The Toolbox Murders

68) Terror Eyes

69) Unhiriged

70} Visiting Hours

71) The WHch Who Came

From The Sea

72) Women Behmd Bars

73) Xtro

74) Zombie Creeping Flesh
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any problem with a movie that had

already been legally certified by the

BBFC.

While the DPP were trying

their hardest to prosecute every movie

that had made their list of ‘Nasties' -

around 50 or so titles by this point - the

Government were already in the process

of introducing a brand new private mem-

bers bill that would warrant the regulation

of the video cassette, either by the BBFC

or a separate governing body. The spon-

sor of this proposed bill, Conservative

MP Graham Bright, presented the ‘Video

Recordings Act’ to parliament in the early

months of 1984. promising that with new

certificates and guidelines designed

especially for the video format, both the

conservative government and the BBFC

(who had been assigned the duty of cen-

soring videos, should the law pass)

would abolish the 'Video Nasties' panic

for good. The bill was passed quickly

through government and brought into effect in 1984, The VRA would ensure that every video

released in the UK would either face certification by the British Board of Film Classification (at

3 cost) or would be pulled from distribution and banned from sale or rental in the United

Kingdom. With the fee system proving crucial, a handful of video distributors and retailers

alike went out of business, thus not allowing the movies they represented to be submitted for

a certificate - although most of these happened to be on the DPP’s ‘nasty’ list and more than

likely would not get passed the BBFC. The introduction of the Video Recordings Act left the

BBFC with a back log of over 6,000 videos to certify by the end of 1986.. . where as the DPP

had just successfully prosecuted thirty-nine titles on their 'Video Nasty’ list for breaching the

Obscene Publications Act, citing that movies like £.asf House On The Left and / Spit On Your

Grave were capable of ‘depraving and corrupting” its audience without pardon. With a pros-

ecution under attached to their titles, these thirty-plus films were certain never to see the light

of day again, and it did not stop at those that were prosecuted...

Top Ten Not Nasty... but not nice!

w The Exorcist (1973) dir. Williarn Friedkin - Frequently misconstrued as a Video Nasty'.

The Exorcist fell victim to the mlrodoction c4 the 1984 Video Recordings Act. The video cas-

sette originally appeared from Warners in December 1980 in a pre-certificate version until

the BBFC refused to grant it a retease stating it was too likely to traumatize young viewers

in the home'. The film was eventually granted an 18 certificate in 1999.

wwaoHOMivaB)

The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974) dir. Tobe Hooper -

Banned upon its initial release in 1975 and another victim of the

VRA in the early 1980s. Chief censor in 1984. James Ferman,

stated that the extreme dose ups of the female lead’s eyes,

accompanied by her screaming was too intense for a home view-

ing audience. TCMwas released on UK video in August 1999.
pi

Straw Dogs (1971) dir. Sam Peckinpah - Hilariously made WORSE by the tinkering of

the BBFC when examined in 1971 (see mam article), this uncut video cassette emerged in
~

November 1980 from Gukt Home Video and circulated until 1985 when it was effectively

removed from video shelves under the grounds that the nolonous rape scene should never

be accessible on home video. Despite failed attempts at a video certificate in 1999. the

BBFC passed the film uncut for a DVD release m 2002.

Maniac (1960) dir William Lustig - Rejected for a Iheatiical release in 1981. an uncut

video cassette appeared at the height of the video nasties' panic in April 1983. However,

considering the movie could not get a theatrical certificate, it reafly had no chance in get-

ting past James Fernian for a video classification. In spite of another refusal in 1998, Anchor

Bay successfully had the film passed ‘16’ on DVD with a total of 58 seconds removed by

the BBFC.

M''; 1 Oon’fAnswerTheP/ione(1979)dir.RobertHammer-Passed

(A. ,1^' with a theatricarX' certificate with 60 seconds worfo of cuts, the

pre-cert video hit shelves around November 1981. However, with

the materialization of foe Video Recordings Act, the distributors

‘Work! Of Video 2000' went out of business and the film was liter- _
ally shelved for 17-year5 until Anchor Bay released it on DVD with an uncut ‘18‘ certificate

;

in 2005. V.i'

Deafh Wish (1974) dir. Micfoael Winner - Granted an uncut ‘X" certificate for theatres

m October 1974, this Bronson classic vras refused a video license in the early 80s due to ^
its strong viotent content. Regardless of a few heavily edited TV screenings in the 90s.

Death Wish had to wait until February 2000 to be released with 29 seconds removed from it.

City Of The Living Dead (1980) dir. Luoo Fuld - Classified for a cinema re

A Nasty Hangover - 1986 to 2001

With the BBFC now hard at work clearing the backlog of videos that required legally

obtained certificates, over seventy movies - including those prosecuted by the DPP were

refused a video license by the censors for breadiing their brand new policy regarding sexu-

al violence and explicit horror on home video format. Whereas the censoring of film only

caused concern upon minimal viewing by the public. James Ferman was very aware of the

technology that allowed people to rewind and watch what they wanted over and over again,

and it was fois dogma that saw Ferman notoriously refuse to grant certificates for two of hor-

rors leading legends- The Exorasf and The Texas Cha/nsaw Massacre. As it were, both films

narrowly escaped the DPP’s 'Video Nasties' list a few years previous, however both had an

iBustiious history with the British Board of Film Classification. Ferman had always stood his

.
ground on Chainsaw since he refused to grant it a theatrical release back in 1975, maintain-

I

ng that the psychological torture of the female lead was even more disturbing on home video

I

because you felt as though you were watching a poor quality snuff movie - thus enhancing

,
the terror? The horror? Everything that Tobe Hooper set out to do with the movie? Despite a

I

bred argument from Ferman, he refused to budge on Chainsaw, and it was refused twice on

video by two separate distributors. As for The Exorcist, it has long since been speculated that

I Ferman believed the passing of the movie in 1974 was the final nail in the coffin for his pred-

* ecessor Stephen Murphy, In spite of being one of the best rental lities for Warner Bros since

with required cuts up fo 45 seconds, subsequent video releases (three in fact, between

1986 artd 1992) saw further cuts made up to 2 minutes and 21 seconds. However, all pre-

vious cuts were waived when the film was resubmitted and passed uncut for DVD in 2001

A Clockwork Orange (1971) dir Startley Kubrick - The film whipped up a social and

political stir upon its initial release in the UK m 1972. Reports of copycat gangs terrorizing

British citizens and even rumors of death threats to foe Kubrick family saw the late director

withdraw the movie from UK distribution after its theatrical run was completed The film

remained unavailable both theatrically and on video until Kubrick's death in 1999. The film

was soon granted a theatrical certificate subsequently followed by an uncut '18' video

release in 2000.

Tod Browning’s Freaks (1932) dir. Tod Browning - Serving foe longest ban in UK en-

ema history, Freaks was banned for over 30-years between 1932 and 1963. This remark-

able film didn't make its home video debut in foe UK until 1995 when N was granted a 'IS'

certificate with no questions raised by the BBFC. The film has since gone on to have a

reduced '12' certificate for theatrical presentations.

Black Sunday (1960) dir. Mano Bava - Rejected by the BBFC for a theatrical release

n 1961. Bava's Black Sunday remained unseen until foe pre-certification video cassette

from Videomedia popped up in October 1 982. The film was later granted an uncut ' 1
5' video

certificate for UK distribution, however remains an elusive find as it has not been submitted

for video or DVD since 1986. The film has also been without a theatrical certificate since its

release.

CITY-LIVING
DEAD

"Knife blades coming up through a bed into someone. It was clearly unreal. ” - James Ferman on passing Friday The 13th.

THE
WEREWOLF
ANDTHE
YETI

lorrorHfeilhd
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its 1980 release, Ferman argued that 'the problem with The

Exorcisf is not that ifs a bad film, it's that it's a very good film,

its one of the most powerful films ever made. It's this power Hi
that is its problem on video.’ He alleged that with children

being able to access such a Him in the sanctuary of their own

homes, while mom and dad are not looking, they may identify

with the main character and find the loss of control" on

Regan’s part to be a harrowing experience. Again, in his writ-

ten notes concerning The Exorcists refusal, he brought up the

notion of stopping and rewinding to watch the 'highlights'

again; hardly the expected behaviour of a traumatised child.

With the introduction of new certificate categories being

implemented for film and video, all kinds of movies were

falling victim to the Video Recordings Act's more inflexible

guidelines. Even movies that obtained 'PG' certificates such

as Indiana Jones & The Temple Of Doom and Robin Hood

Pn'nce Of Thieves received a total of forty-five cuts between 1

them, \Mth twenty-five of those coming out of the opening

scene of 'Temple' alone. The horror genre was still battling HHjt^^^
through: whereas the Nightmare On Elm Street movies were

getting a fair treatment with the censors, films such as Re-

Animator (1 minute and 42 seconds) and Clive Barker's Hellraiser (8 seconds)

required a number of cuts to make it on to a video shelf.

With the Nasties now a part of the British Board of Film Classifications tor-

rid past, the nineties brought a small number of major concerns for the UK cen-

sors; to name a few: the five-year delay in releasing Henry Portrait ofa Serial

Killer on video, the murder of British toddler James Bulger at file hands of two

children with Child's Play 3 being used as a scapegoat

because the guilty parties had seen it recently, the video

refusal of Larry Clark's Kids, and the voluntary banning of

Natural Bom Killers in 1 996 by Warner Bros, after sixteen chil-

dren and a teacher were gunned down at a pre-school in |S^2S3qIH
Dunblane, Scotland. Despite these wearisome moments, the

1990s seemed to be an easier ride for James Ferman, who

having sun/ived the ‘Video Nasties' panic - the hurricane that

had rocked the very foundations of the BBFC, retired in 1999

and was succeeded by new Chief Censor Robin Duvall: a

man that immediately made an impact by releasing both TTie

Exorcist and The Texas Chainsaw Massacre uncut, on video

and available to the public for the first time in seventeen

years.

Looking at a DVD rack or video shelf in my local retailer

these days, it Is hard to believe that the ‘Nasties' panic ever pjj - i

took place. Albeit in cut versions, I can now purchase Lasf

House on the Left, I Spit On Your Grave. The Evil Dead (which ^jPlaH
is now uncut) and Cannibal Holocaust... in fact almost all of

the films placed on the Department of Public Prosecutions list

Is now available to purchase in ^e United Kingdom. While still

highly Illegal in the UK, original 'Video Nasties'

TjJT|¥«pTJj|T|!jT|T^B in their big clamshell video packing have created

MhAIIIiIm a little niche for themselves in the collectable

lllIjnjtliiliiiliilullS market: currently fetch hundreds of dollars daily

on eBay, with collectors foaming at the mouth to

complete their own set of original Nasties from

the DPP's list. Prices currently range anywhere

between $30 to $140 depending on the title, the

issue and of course the condition of both the box

and the tape. Other preH:ertificate videos from

the 1980-81 issuing period - The Exorcist and

Texas Chainsaw Massacre - are also highly col-

lectable these days, fetching in similar prices in

the and

With ever evolving media such as the

internet, DVD and Digital TV at our disposal, it

I becomes increasingly difficult for censors to reg-

ulate exactly what people are watching. If we

HgHwWH look back over the years, can we honestly say

that there has been a rise in 'hobo drilling’? An

uncontrollable increase in women castrating

dudes in bath tubs? And let's not forget those

demonic possessions: boy, are they out of control. In short, to protect us (dear

God won't somebody think of the children) from material that the moral minor-

ity believe will deprave or corrupt our sensibilities is equal to watering down all

the alcohol on Earth and shipping it out to bars with a label reading 'Vrill pre-

vent drunken behaviour - you can thank us later". True as it may seem, the

British Board Of Film Classification have adopted a very relaxed attitude with

regard to any kind of violence that DOES NOT

explicitly exhibit sexual intention or harm toward

children (except for Gaspar Noe’s

liliiY Irreversable. which gleefully skipped through the

rV'* examining room with its infamous rape scene

untouched by the censors), but the notion is still

very much in force: and 'big brother" continues to

himself into our home and tell us what we
^

T" 3nd cannot watch. Sure, movies such as

^ Fever and Shaun Of The Dead can be

^Hi|mH||^^H sold to teenagers as young as fifteen without the

^ accompaniment of an adult, but until I have the

right to walk into my local DVD stockist and pur-

chase Last House On The Left in its uncut form -

f andsuchofothersthatsufferasimilarluck-then

I
' vocally express the deliberation

'*i!0ilHBIlff^WH I censorship is degrading to human intelli-

gence and deprives us of any real choice. On

that I shall borrow a quote from Anthony

Burgess’ A C/ockwork Orange: "When a man

cannot choose he ceases to be a man." ^

NSStiSS- Child's Play 3 was freely removed from UK video stores after the death of a toddler in the early '90s.Hdl-iflrHoun(



HL iJ It's almost that time of the year.

iSAk A 4 Halloween Is literally just around

comer and Ruble's is more than

fj^rftady to make this year one to scream

r ^-^BT afout. Both young and old, collector and

spectator be thrilled and chilled by the new offerings

seen on this page: not to mention the new Texas

Chainsaw Massacre: The Beginning masks seen on page

6. Slasher icon adorned items are in full swing and Ruble's

has upped their selections considerably leading one to

believe fliat their New Line House of Hon-or license has

(^laid off in spades. Yard decor tombstones and hanging

signs are but just a few new offerings. New slasher

Halloween party supplies including platters, bowls and wall

and window decor will be available to companion last year's

L shot glasses and goblets. A bold new move for Ruble’s

this year is Uie offering of high-end props and col-

iectlbles like busts and movie replicas (see our

next issue for full coverage). Newly licensed for

this year is the classic zombie film Dawn of the

Dead. Featuring Flyboy and Bald-head zombie

masks and costumes that are sure to be a hit.

A new Universal Monster mask for the

Creature from the Black Lagoon is also being

jPl^made available with hands and feet.

Ruble's Started out as a candy store in Woodhaven. Queens. NY (1950)
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The second floor of the Donald E. Stephensons Convention Center isi

transformed into a haunter's paradise. Companies that cater mainly to the

haunted attraction business have all their latest greatest frightening creations

on display. The theme of this years show seemed to be centered around the

recently renewed interest in zombies and gore. While many companies

showed off their new animatronics sure to make you jump, larger companies

like Scare Factory had a pitch black room that hosted a skeleton covered life

size haunted house complete with a maze and huge mounted headless

horseman that was fully animated. Gore Galore was on hand with their larg-

er then life costume props. Ghost Ride Productions had a very impressive

display of gory life size characters like the Doctor, Motel Hog, Vampire Bride

and a ceiling display of hanging animated bodies known as danglers and

kickers. Magee FX showed off their amazing Werewolf and other gory prop

delights. Ed Edmunds of Distortions Unlimited could not be missed with their

trademark animatronic props as, the guy in the electric chair has to be the

most realistic animated prop ever. Let us also not forget Distortions amaz- i
ingly detailed line of mask. Hanibal's Meat Shop had a small stand I
complete with all your favorite cuts of....meat. Many other compa-

1

nies were spread through-out the showroom each with their own B
unique scare innovations. Fog machines, hopping toxic waste I
barrels, changing portraits, man-eating plants, jumping zombies I

n and scene after scene of gruesome horrors. If you own a haunt-

1

ed house or haunted attraction of any kind and want to insure the I
best possible scare products, fl

~
> I J then this show a one stop

shopping

W ^8

1

[I H

Hi

m Did You Know? AII of the songs in me An American Werewolf in London soundtrack hai/e the word “Moon" In them



What can we say about Monster-Mania Con 5 other than it being one of the most

:ing horror conventions to date!? The guest line-up was simply a HorrorHounds

signing in a spacious room located at the front of the Hotel, while the main autograph room boasted I

such names as Jeffrey Combs (Re->4nfmafor), Richard Brooker (Friday The 13th Part 3 - Jason),

Ricou Browning (The Creature). Tony Todd (Candymar)). David Naughton (American Werewolf In

London). SPFX Wizard Greg Nicotero (Evil Dead 2), Jennifer Baxter (Land of the Dead), Andrew

Divoff ( Wfsrimasfer), Eileen Dietz (Exorcist). Tim Thomerson (Trancers), Howard Sherman (Day of the

Deads Bub), Sid Haig (Captain Spaulding), Bill Moseley (ChopTop, Otis), Diamond Dallas Page

(Devil's Rejects), Doug Bradley (Pinhead) and Hellraiser Cenobites; Peter Atkins (Barbie), Simon

Bamford (Butterball), Nicholas Vince (Chatterer). Barb Wilde (Female Cenobite), Gary J. Tunnicliffe

(Bound Cenobite) and the stunning star Ashley Laurence (Hellraiser's Kirsty). Ken Cranham (Doctor

Channard) and Mike Regan had to cancel due to film work. Charles Band was on hand to promote and I

sell Full Moon DVDs and collectibles to fans. Hugo Award winning artist Vincent Difate was also avail-

able with his amazing Creature from the Black Lagoon and She-Creature prints. Events included Friday

I
nductions from the stars and Q&A on Saturday. On Sunday, an

5 going to Cure Autisim Now. The dealer room and hall were
|

like Monsters HD, The Monsters Company. Hollywood Book I

ags, Nightowl Productions. Horror idols, The House of I

sign, and many many more. HorrorHoundwW be featuring an I

N To Survive A Horror Convention and we narrowly survived I

huge thanks to everyone who purchased magazines and I

opped by to show their support at our table. Thanks also L

oes out to the friendly folks at the r '

J!
)herry Hill Hilton, who hosted the I K
went. Hope to see you all at the I

**

\ugust Monster-Mania Con 6. Be
|

sure to check out the guest list as it

is set to include Robert Englund Hv £ t

(Freddy), a Lost Boys Reunion,

Friday the 13th Reunion and many

first-convenbon-ever guests. Go to

www.MonsterMania.net and check

Film Fact- W///s Have Eyes was based on the myth of the Sawney Bean family (cannibals from 17th Century Scotland).

Kevin from House of

Mysterious Secrets

A hardcore

HorrofPup

1—iC- ^rli 1



^
-jv Louisville, Kentucky plays host to the annual Wonderfest model memorabilia

convention. Now in its 17th year, Wonderfest has become an international

^ hobby event attracting visitors from around the world. The show also boasts the

t ,

I Amazing Model Contest - the largest model contest in the US for sci-fi, horror

and comic-related subjects. All weekend seminars were held to help enthusiasts

of all ages sharpen their model making skills. The dealer room is a excellent place

^^to pick up models, garage kits, rare toys, DVDs, t-shirts, magazines.

comic books, poster, and all types of classic sci-fi monster collectibles. The

^ show is a great place to check out unlicensed interpretations of their favorite 1

(and overlooked) characters from film. An amazing amount of labor and
^

love is obviously visible throughout this show, as one can barely take

L it all in with one walk-thru. A couple of guests were on hand and

included Famous Monsters cover artist Basil Gogos, Son of

Frankenstein star Donnie Dunagan, “Kong” artist and author Joe

Devito. TV's Batgirl Yvonne Craig, comic and movie artist Kerry Gammill

i£?and many more. Movie props were also on display from the original

mm^^King Kong and Mighty Joe Young (courtesy of the Bob Bums
collection), an Alien xenomorphic display celebrating the 20thvL anniversary of the film Aliens, and a truly amazing Universal

I^^^V^Monsters display of the history of 1960s and '70s monster toys

thanks to Terry Ingram and Richard Olson of the Universal Monsters

Army. Awesome after-hours activities included a Kong themed banquet,

pre-show party. Son of Frankenstein and King Kong film screenings.
-gA Along the edges of this page is a collection of photos from the show, >

www.wonderfest.com.

py /I

^^^including a number of amazing model contest entries, profes-
'

sionally manufactured garage kits (shown here are painted
|

and built-up model examples), busts and masks are also seen. ^ j

Fans interested in attending next year's event be sure to ^ KfrSV 1
check out the official Wonderfest website at

nr Fun Fact; Scottish author Robert Louis Stevenson wrote both Dr. Jekyl & Mr. Hyde (1886) and Treasure Island (1883).
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Dynamite Entertainment presents yet another

crossover no one thought ttiey would see: Darkman vs.

Army of Darkness. The Sam Raimi-created team-up

be taking the place of the regular ADD senes, as

the new bi-monthly mini-series features the creative

team of the legendary Roger Stem. Kurt Busiek, and

artist James Fry! Covers shown by artist George Perez

and AOO fevorite Nick Bradshaw.

Released in its original Japanese format (trans-

lated into English for the first time) comes the Dark

Horse Comics’ production of Old Boy. An intense,

bare-knuckled urban thriller in the tradition of Pulp

Fiction and Paybacfr, this is the manga that inspired

the critically acclaimed 2003 film Directed by Chan-

Wook Park, horror fens will not want to miss out on

this disturtung film - or the story that started it all.

IDW’s Masters of Horror series finished second

story arc based on 'Dreams in the Witch-House' (H P

Lovecrafl’s classic tale, as envisioned by director Stuart

Gordon). Written by Ivan Brandon, art by Dennis Calero,

and cover by Ben Temptesmith.

Before Army of Darkness

takes a .hiatus for the Darkman

crossover, fans will be able to

hunt down a number of comics

featunng the chainsaw wielding

Ash and his misadventures. A

Tales of Army of Darkness 1-shot

IS available, as well as the ongo-

ing series (moving forward after

his encounter with Herbert West,

the Re-Animator). Ash finds him-

seff in a very dark story for fans

of the classic films. Entitled Old

School, the story ran from issue

5 through 7. Starting wah issue 8

Ash has a whole new host of

problems, including the leg-

endary Dracula! Classic mon-

sters attack as Ash faces one of

the more landmark adventures

he has faced to date Running

three issues (8-10), Ash then

turns his sights to Darkman.

©ARMY OF©

Starting this past March. IDW Publishing began a 12-part adaptation of master of horror Clive Barker's epic journey

into the fantastic. The Great and Secret Show Adapted by Chris Ryall [Shaun of the Dead: tto come) and artist Gabnel

Rodriguez (George A, Romero's Land of the Dead), this series presents the beginning of a battle between good and evii

that will span many decades and different dimensions. Comic and Barker fans alike will also be able to find Clive Barker's

The Thief of Always, now available from lOW

Avatar Press continues to release their ongoing

runs from Friday the 13th (Bloodbath), A Nightmare

on Elm Street (Paranoid) and John Russo s Escape

of the Living Dead. Each series features an assort-

ment of covers including Gore. Wrap-Around, Die-Cut

and Tenor. Fans of Russo wrt be excited to find out

It a sequel to the Escape senes is current!/

planned, as well as an

Avatar-released minip—
senes based on the

original zombie classic

• Night of the Living

Dead Check out next

issue of HorrorHound

for more information on

those and other new

Avatar releases.

Niioiv *

!
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Titan Books have released the first two

books in the Real Ghostbuslers trade paper-

back series; A Hard Da/s Fnght and Who

You Gonna (DalP. and have solicited the third

in the senes. Which Witch s Which. Pnnled in

London, a limited amount of these TPBs are

being imported through Diamond Comics

Dark Horse comics

I has issued a number

of trade paperbacks featunng the adventures

of the Japanese manga i^mpire half breed -

\fempire Hunter D. Shown at nght are the four

currently-availabie books

You Know? ri new Ghostbusters film has been rumored to star Dan Aykroyd. Rick Moranis and Ben Stiller!
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Dark Horse Publishing will release ^is new John

Landis biography (written by Giulia O'Agnolo) on July

25th. This 250 page book chrmides the career of the

^med Hollywood director via exclusive Interviews wl^

Landis, as well as utilizing essays, interviews and

remembrances with Landis' colleagues. Joe Dante.

Rick Baker, Jack Arnold, Jim Abrahams, Frank Oz.

Wes Craven and ottiers all he^ in this celebration of

the respected filmmaker. Full color and black and

white photographs and illustrations exclusive to this

book also are induded throughout from the various

films of Landis' career (including An American

Werewolf in London. Twilight Zone} and a special fore-

word from sctor/writer Dan Aykroyd is attached. Giulia

D'Agnolo is a film journalist and serves as a director of

the Torino film festival hosted eadi year in Italy. This

marks the first time a biography/autobiography has

been produced on the director. Suggested retail price

on this book is set at $29.95.

Although this writer

obtained a copy of the See

No Evil novelization as a

give-away at a recent horror

convention, fans of WWE,

Kane, or See No Evil will be

pleased to know that the

book is available in stores for

the low price of $7.99. Fans

of Kane will also want to pick

up the new 'Journey Into

Darkness', a novel detailing

he character history of the

wrestler Kane and all his

dark, evil secrets.

By Uoyd Kaufman and

Adam Jahnke; The Toxic

Avenger The Novel is a

new print version of

Kaufmans 1985 cult dassic

film that 'stays true to the

original while throwing in

modem references to keep

the story fresh". This bloody

'masterpiece' is priced at a

fair $13.95. No Troma fan

will want to miss out on this

'collectors rtem".

The Zombie subgenre

will soon receive a jolt with

Zombiemania: 85 Movies to

Die For. Due this August, the

book indudes a brief history

of the zombie in cinema, an

exhaustive title index with

over 500 films described and

cross-reterenced with all of

their alternate titles and a

'Coming Soon' appendix list-

ing many more zombie

movies soon to be released.

Definitely a zombie fan must!

The Shadow of Frankenstein (by

Stefan Petnjcha) and The Bride of

Frankenstein: Pandora's Bride

(Volume 1; by Elizabeth Hand) are

two of the latest novels to be pro-

duced by Dark Horse Press. Priced

at $6.99 a piece, these 275 page

books reinterprets the memorable

characters from the Universal

Pictures' dassic films. Of Bride author

Elizabeth Hand's past works: 'One of

the most sheerly impressive... over-

whelming beautiful books I have read

in a long time." - Peter Straub, author

of Ghost Story. The novels will be

available this July (Shadow) and

September (Bribe).

Film F3Ct‘ sanatorium from Final Destination 2 is the same used in the opening of Halloween: Resurrection.

Zenescope takes aim
Zenescope Entertainment (a graphic novel and comic book publisher) has signed a number of new publish-

ing deals that will put the company square in the middle of the horror arena Zenescope signed a deal with New

Line Cinema to develop and release a senes of comic books based on tfte hit film franchise: Final Oesfinafion.

ITie first arc; Spring Break is a five-issue comic book series featuring art by Will Eisner Award Wnner

Lan Medina The first issue shipped this February with subsequent issues
,

being released, A graphic novel collecting the senes is planned fw a

September release. Also due in stores this September, is the new mini-
' v *

series based on the New Line film Se7en The deal is a unique concept
; ^ ^

adding a new chapter to the successful feature film by introducing these 1 V
comic book mini-series to Se7en fans. Each story in the 7-issue mini-series

I :s^SkSEm
(and eventual graphic novel) will feature a different creative team tackling

one of the seven deadly sins. Talent such as Raven I
^

.

Gregory, Josh Medors and Christian
|

|

Beranek have been tapped to work
1

. '

on the series. Cover art shown here. I .SfiHadd&aS 1

GLurroN'f



F/rsf and ^MnMmSInrHound does not seek to glorify the actions of serial killers or

mass murders dPlrme course of these articles. Our only interest is in providing some insight

into the public intrigue surrounding the actions of these individuals. Our goal is to provide a

kind of history of films based on serial killers, as well as the influence they have had on cin-

ema in general. Since the year 2000, several biographic style films have been released

based on some of the most heavily publicized serial killer cases in the United States. Some

of these films leave little to the imagination, while others just begin to scratch the gritty sur-

face of these morbid true tales.

Hollywood has borrowed many key elements from these real life monsters and the mur-

ders they have committed. After all, these events have heavily influenced the horror film

genre significantly over the last 40 years. Moving horror away from its science fiction roots

and into the realm of reality. Films like Psycho (based on serial killer Ed Gein) ushered in a

new style of horror film. Horrorhounds now needed to believe that what was happening up

Ed Gein was never was known to have wielded a chainsaw like our apron wearing

friend, however, there is no doubt that Gein not only inspired the weation of

Leatherface, but Robert Block’s Norman Bates along with many of horor cinema’s most

disturbing killers, Gein's story is the stuff of legend, and has been used to not only scare

children, but adults as well. It's not entrely clear what all Ed Gein may have done over

the years as he roamed the dark of Wisconsin’s unknowing streets. There were too

many bodies and parts found in his home leaving too many questions unanswered to

know the true extent of his crimes.

Ed Gein was bom in Plainfield, Wisconsin on August 27th, 1906; the second son to

George and Augusta Gein. Augusta wanted a baby girl and was very disappointed with

another male in the house (probably playing a part in what would later be brought to

light of Ed’s interest in sex change operations and some of his nocturnal activities). A

devout Christian, Augusta spoke the wrath of God every night and day to her boys. Her

husband George was useless as a provider - a lush and a broken man... and Augusta

never let him forget it. By the time George died in 1940, he'd been reduced to a quiv-

ering pile of alcohol riddled bones.

Ed adored his mother and despised his father, who was prone to make fun of his

funny eye and slow-witted ways. Augusta was his world; she was the mouth of God, and

she was sinless. In Ed’s eyes, she was everything. At a very young age, Ed walked in

on his mother and father slaughtering one of the hogs on their remote Wisconsin farm.

The image was implanted on Gein’s mind forever; his mother covered in the slime and

blood of tiie hog hanging from the roof of the shed, the body gaping open. It foreshad-

owed another eerily similar (and far more sinister) image that happened years later.

As is said, it's still unclear as to what all Ed is responsible for. Many believe that his

own brother was one of the first to fall under Gein’s hand. Ed and his brother, Henry had

gone out to fight a fire on their property one night and had

reportedly gotten separated. Henry Gein’s body was found

by authorities after Ed led them right to him. When asked

about how this was possible (as he had told them he’d

been unable to find Henry before) Ed replied "Funny how

that works.” Henry’s body wasn't burned at all. unlike tfie

ground he was found on. His clothes were sooty and

singed, but not a lick of fire had touched his skin. The only

outward sign of damage was some strange bruising tha<

covered his head. Henry’s death in 1944 was attributed tc

asphyxiation and not murder. With both his father am

brother gone Ed was left with only his mother - but this was

n’t to be the case for long. A year later in December of 1 94£

Augusta passed away of a stroke. Ed was alone.

Ed’s mind had been fed with a steady diet of true crime magazines and books on

the cannibals and head hunters that lived on islands far from Plainfield, Along with

on the screen could really happen to them outside the theater. The evolution was inevitable

with current events and an ever changing complex world. Vbu might find yourselfconflicted,

asking “am I sick for watching serial killer films?’ The first television broadcast film to intro-

duce the public to a true serial killer murder case was based on the Manson murders titled

Helter Skelter. When Helter Skelter aired as a two part television mini-series, in April of 1976

on CBS. it averaged 36.4 ratings/ 54 share over two nights and is the highest rated two-part

made-for-TV movie ever. Amen'ca ’s morbid fascination and curiosity was well documented

on those two nights. This should have been no real surprise as the book was a #f best sell-

er. All of this proving that the public at large shares a sense of morbid fascination. Serial

Killer movies can work on many levels: some as a courtroom dramas others as crime doc-

umentaries, and mostly as creepy horror films. Let's now look at our second article to cover

these maniacs and the films about and inspired by them.

Augusta’s frequent sermons on the evils of women and sins of the flesh, Ed had been

reading and aeating his own form of belief, Nazi war stories of Hitter’s women of the

SS and their aeating of lamp shades from skin, along with tales of bodysnatching in

England had made their way to Ed's hands. Alone with only his stories and a steadily

deteriorating farm house for company, Ed’s imagination was able to take over, it wasn’t

just these sordid tales that Ed found interesting though, as he had read about a fellow

that had come back from the war and had changed his sex. Fascinated by this possi-

bility, Ed apparently decided to see if he could do it himself.

Over the next ten years, between baby sitting the local kids and working odd jobs.

Ed Gein was a busy man. Nightly visits to the graveyard gave him plenty of material to

work with. He scanned the obituary like a grocery list. Sadly, the naturally deceased

weren’t enough for Ed, and many mysterious disappearances in the Plainfield area

began to occur • one of which was of tavern owner, Mary Hogan, who resembled Ed’s

mom greatly. After the disappearance of Mary, Ed joked with locals saying “I know

where she is, she’s over at the house right now.” They just laughed.

Ed had made himself a suit from his girls complete with mask and hair. Late at night,

Ed reportedly went out dancing in his ^^ork”. banging a pan or a drum and yelling up at

ftie moon. Ed’s downfall came when he couldn’t resist the appeal of Bernice Worden, a

local business owner, whose son, Frank helped run the Worden Hardware shop.

Bernice was anottier matronly woman, big like Ed’s mom. While all the men in town

were hunting deer (including Frank) Ed shot and killed

Bernice, taking her body back with him to his farm. Ed made a

mistake of leaving behind a receipt with his name on it and this

was enough to clue Frank in on who might have taken his

mother. While Ed was eating dinner with a local family, as he

often did, the sheriff went out to his house... what was found

there shocked the nation.

Bernice was found in the shed - that same one

where Ed's parents would slaughter the farm animals. She was

hanging by her ankles, slit open and headless. The men on the

scene were horrified and quickly got in contact with their sta-

ion. Ed was picked up without incident, but that was just the

>eginning. Inside the filth covered house, the police found the

.iead of Mary Hogan inside a brown paper back. Also found,

were the skin lamp shades Ed had taught himself to make along with bowls that were

fashioned from human skulls. A container was found full of vaginas that Ed had har-

tits

VWgMIBF Film Fact’. Bill Moseley cameos as Ed Gein In House of 1000 Corpses during the infamous Murder Ride.



vested. The atrocifies continued, with Ed’s woman suit and a freshly made mask creat-

ed from Bernice's face. It’s estimated that there were some 15 bodies inside ttie house

in various pieces. Needless to say, this was the most shocking story ever to come out

of small town America. Ed Gein, the man whom families had entrusted to baby sit their

children had a collection of homemade shrunken heads hanging from his bedroom wall,

and had possibly been practicing cannibalism. Suspicion ran rampant about what the

“spedal venison' he’d been giving out to towns people for years actually was. With all

these other grisly finds came one more surprise - behind some wooden planks was dis-

covered: Augusta’s bedroom. It had been preserved exactly as it had been the day she

died. Ed created a shrine to his mother that was never touched by the decay that the

rest of the house had succumb too.

Gein was found mentally incompetent to stand trial, and was committed to Cental

State Hospital. Then in 1978, he was moved to Mendota Mental Health Institute were he

died in 1 984. He was considered a very quiet and model “ward of the state".

The Gein crimes and their discovery was a wrecking ball to the wide eyed innocence

that the 50’s were known for. Small town America was forever changed. Gein may have

died at the ripe old age of 78, but his legacy would haunt history books and movie

screens for years and years to come.

There have been many horror films that have been directly inspired by Ed Gein, but

there are some that stand head and shoulders above the rest. The first and foremost is

Psycho. The novel that inspired the film was written by Robert Bloch (shown below). Bloch

was living near the site of the events at the time. He has claimed that most of the similari-

ties between Norman Bates and Ed Gein were coincidence. Needless to say, Norman could

have been family. With the complete and utter devotion to his

mother, his love of taxidermy and soft spoken manner, Norman

Bates owes much to Gein. The cross dressing ways of Bates

also speaks of Gein and his sexual identity issues. Not only

that, but the way Norman kept his mother and her room so well

preserved are hand in hand with Ed’s need to keep his moth-

er’s bedroom just as it was when she died.

Texas Chainsaw Massacre by Tobe

Hooper states at the very beginning of the film

that it is based on “true events." TCW’s dilapidat-

ed farm house, with the many bone and animal

skins, along witfi Leatherface and his infamous

mask speak of many of Ed's hallmarks. Furniture

made from pieces of their victims and the canni-

bal nature of the family screams of Gein and his

preparations.

Deranged, made in 1974 (the same year as TCM) changed the name of

Ed Gein to Ezra Cobb. In this version of Gein’s story Ezra decides to dig up

his dead mother (something Gein said he never did) and lakes up taxidermy

and murder to start patdiing her up. The film even takes place In Wisconsin.

If It wasn't for the blo-pic of Gein, released over 20 years after Deranged, this

would be the most accurate portrayal of Gein in cinema today. MGM has gone

so far as to release Deranged in a DVD double feature with Motel Hell, another movie heav-

ily influenced by the Gein story. Readers who picked up HorrorHound #1 will remember

seeing an all-region copy of Deranged as part of our ‘10 Reasons to Own an Ail-Region

DVD Player'. This foreign DVD features plenty of extras furthering the Gein comparisons.

Ed Gein (aka: In the Ught of the Moon) is the true story, and to date, die only bio-pic

about Ed produced. Starring Steve Railsback (who also portrayed Charles Manson in the

film Helter Skelter), showing Ed in a rather sympathetic light. You see a lot of what made

Ed into the sorted individual he grew up to become; from the beatings he received as a child

to the ridicule he received as an adult. We see it all. The film makes it seem that Ed was

IHUHaiHriLiailllk'
reluctantly following instrucfions from his dead mother; with Augusta

haunted him from beyond the grave, pushing him to commit murder

and to cleanse his world of the harlots and whores. Showing Ed. ’if

nothing else, as a dutiful son.

Outside of these films, which all have direct influence from

these crimes, a number of documentaries have been produced

over the years - most of which are attached to various DVD releas-

es for The Texas Chainsaw Massacre - the more prominent being

the Shocking Tnjth, which first premiered on the UK SE release of

the DVD, which will soon be available in the US thanks to the

upcoming SE TCM from Dark Sky, which hits stores this

September. In this documentary, the filmmaker looks mainly at the

I influence Gein had on the creation of

Leatherface. Below is a list of even more films

inspired by the life and crimes of Ed Gein.

Before DAHUER, Before GACX There was ED. Actor Steve Railsback's second undertek-

(rig as a famous serial killer serves Just as chilling as his first. Another perfect per-

formance gives us a glimpse into Ok mind of the man who's acts appalled the

'

world. This is the second pad of our interview witti Steve Railstack as he dis-

cusses his role as the (rifomous Wisconsin cannibal Edward Theodore Gein in

trie fi/m aptty Mfod Ed Gein. ^

ED GEIN
HorrorHound'. Please give us your interpretation of Ed Gein.

fLin Steve Railsback: He is incredibly passive, schizophrenic... he couldn't nBf ^
make a decision so, he calls his mother back form the dead. A lot of the

film takes place in his irtnd. He called her back from the grave to ask her V V
what he should do. Because he was so passive he didn't know what to do himself.

HH: How did you prepare for playing the role of Ed Gein?

SR; I read all five books written about him. I went to UCLA's psydiiatric department and

took out books about schizophrenia and charecteristics of. I did alot of study there. The < .

'

thing witii Gein was I had three and a half months to prepare. I was the executive producer /

on tiiat also. Since I had alot off time I pretty much had it down pat.

HH. What has people's reaction to the biopic film Ed Gein been like?

SR; People's reactions have been great. They love the idea that I was not interested in doing a slasher

movie. That I wanted to do a i^aracter setting. Reactions have been very positive and most people think it

is scarier. Anybody can have Wood splashing out of limbs - that is not scary to me.

The following is a list of Ed Gein

influenced films featuring mother loving

psychos, skin wearing scary transves-

tites and flesh eating hicks. Check out

these films; in order of release:

Psycho. 1960

Gruesome Twosome, 1967

Three OnAMeathook. 1972

Texas Cha/nsaw Massacre, 1974

Deranged, 1974

Motel Hell. 1980

Maniac. 1980

Friday the 13th Part 2.

Silence of the Lambs. 1991

Dead Alive (aka: Braindeacf). 1992

Ed and His Dead Mother. 1 993

House of 1000 Corpses, 2003

Who will survive
and what
will be

lefloi

OKm?

Did You Know? (" actuality. Ed Gein denied being a cannibal or a necrophiliac despite persistent rumors.



ing till its bony rib cage is exposed while heckling the

film makers efforts. It is very clear that lot of dedication

and love was pul into making this picture. While most

video store horror is created just to make a quick buck,

we hope all GoreHounds pick up this indie zombie flick

for your spewing pleasure. You may be in for a real mal-

odorous treat.

Know? Since 1998, adult/horror star Misty Mundae has starred in over 50 films (and directed 3).

Unearthed Films is back on the spleen and have us

“hard-gore" GoreHounds in their sights. Two Russian

splatter flicks Nails and Visions Of Suffering are set for

DVD release by Director Andrey Iskanov. While fans of

THE SICKNESS IS COMING ON...

If you ars a fan or pussibttmg fiesMnd the large mles-

tines we would kke you to meet toe aiz\ known as Putod.

Ongmally from Colorado and currenBy scrawling his putres-

cent works of art out of toe wndy city of Chicago. He spends

much of his bme listening to gnnding death metal and watch-

ing his favorite gore films Re-

Animatof. Evfl Dead. Dawn of

the Dead and basically any

film with an overabundance

of spewing bodily fluids.

Putrid has had his gruesome

art displayed on everything

from skateboard decks,

wheels and stickers frx skate-

board companies Anb-Hero,

Consolidated. Creature and

Black Tooth. While also devis-

ing artwork for t-shirts -

and cd covers for death metal bands like

Fnghtmare. Blood Freak, Cardiac Arr«st, ^
Plerosis and Razorback Records. We asked

^
how he received the name Putrid and his /

'

response was *1 acquired my name from toe

first Anti-Hm board I did enblted ‘Putrid >

Zombie Intercourse In Rancid Luekkorhea and V-

If you are not a fan of independent over-the-top low-

budget splatter films then you can turn the page right

now. If you are a true necro junkie then let me tell you

about a new indie DVD release

from our good friends at

Unearthed Films. Morbid Vision

Films' Bone Sickness directed

by Brian Paulin whom you may
know from such titles as At

Dawn They Sleep (a story cen-

tered around vampires,

demons and angels) and the

Tomb Raider parody Mummy
Raider (where we see Misty

Mundae commit necrophilia

with an erect mummy).
Paulin’s mission Uiis go round

is gore, gore and more glorious

gore and he succeeds. Even

going as far as filming ten extra

gore scenes exclusively for the

Unearthed Films' DVD release.

Alex McNetti is sick. He has a

degenerative bone disease.

Distraught his wife Kristen

turns to his close friend Thomas Granger for

hopes of a cure. Thomas (played by director

I

Brian Paulin) begins to feed Alex ground up

bones and meal from dead bodies, as a form of

alternative medicine. Something goes wrong as

Alex begins spewing bloody worms from mouth and

j!l

w

MSSi

i'-t

SPLATTERRIFIC!

>

Rt«8 as

rectum in a scene sure to make you squirm. Soon the

dead begin to rise form their graves with a unsatiable

hunger for human flesh. The film, while on a very tight

budget ($2,000), delivers every-

thing from nudity, car crashes, to

gun battles with the undead.

Most of the budget seems to

have gone to the right place and

that is the gore factor. Exploding

skulls and zombies munching

on everything from the large

intestines to sipping up spritz of

blood from severed heads. The

film's finale is a true slaughter-

fest, as the police and swat

team combat the cadavers till

the bitter end. Shot in

Massachusetts and Rhode

Island, the film has a rural West

Coast setting. The feature's liv-

ing dead inhabitants are remi-

niscent of early Italian zombie

movies like Fulci's Zombie and

Bianchi's Burial Ground. I can’t

say enough about the over-the-

top overly-abundant amount of gore scenes. While

some critics will be quick to pick at the films plot and act-

wrfpi* MO tMlTtXfc

Did You
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the cult classic, Frankenhooker, will finally see an uncut i

widescreen anamorphic DVD release packed with bonus

material and a making-of featurette introduced by (special

makeup effects artist) Gabe Bartolos, video interviews with

Patty Mullen and Jennifer Delora and commentary by

Frank Henenlotter and Gabe Bartolos. CityofRott. the first

animated zombie filled gorefest DVD, is nearly ready to

.

Unearthed Films upcoming DVD

release information to tell you

about in the allotted space avail-

able. So right now, go to

www.unearthedfilms.com and read

up and prepare to throw-up.... your

arms that is. ^

AN INTERVIEW WITH A GORE LEGEND

JOEL M. REED
With the Subversive Cinema release of Joel M. Reed's Siood

Bath. HonorHound felt the time was right to check in on one of the

true tnnovatofs of shock dnema - Mr. Reed'

HonorHound What inspired you to write and direct a horror

anthology (Blood Bathp

explode all over store shelves. The infamous Violent Shit

series by Gentian Director Andreas Schnaas will also see

US DVD uncut releases. Red Room 1 & 2 from director

Daisuke Yamanouchi could very well be the next most con-

troversial DVD releases from Unearthed since the notori-

ous Guinea Pig films hit DVD. There is just way too much

Joel M. Reed’ I really don't know. I liked the genre. It was a script

I had sitting around.

HH. Most of your films have become somewhat obscure since the

advent of DVD. Witti the release of Blood Bath can we expect to

tee more of your films released to DVD‘>

JMR I nave a couple of more available - but t‘m more interested

n new productnns.

HH: Do you still Intend on filming Blood Sucking Freaks 2 and can

you please give us an update'’

JMR As soon as I put it together. I still have some interest In it

HH Is the plot still going to center around a glr^ school and

Include Sardu’s bother^

JMR One script l have is exactly like that. A girl’s training school

for virgins. Rather sharp disopbne. The other deals with two broth-

srs that make horror films in New Jersey. Cheap horror films. They

film on location down South and run into people-eating ghouls.

There is a surprise twist at the end involving a mad cult film cntic

who has 67 readers

HH' How does it feel when you hear that Blood Sucking

Freaks is the most disturbing film ever made to this very

day?

JMR: I thought it was a gas I only made it at the sugges-

tion of potential backers, i am not r^ly into S&M.

HH: What advice would you give to a filmmaker who might

attempt to remake Bkxrd Sucking Freaks (and would you

even like to see a remake done}?

JMR: Ortiy if I do it. Some idiot announced that he is doing

it under the auspices of Troma and was raising money.

My lawyer turned it over to the SEC and the DAS office

They still list me as wnter-director-prooucer All lies. I own

the nghts to ail the copyrights and will soon announce

my own special DVD of the original.

HH How do you feel about gore films (Like Blood Feast.

Dead Alive Re^nimator) and excessive gore «i them'’

Your source for the

latest news onj

[ming issue

j/ounif, onlf

exclusive movie, DVG

and video game

reviews, fan art, horror

movie and collectible

news updates and youra

fastest source for

*^rdering those missing

issues; or to subscribe!

JMR Actually. I never got to see Herschell Gordon

Lewis films untk after I made BSF. l think some of the

new films are much more gory like Audition and Old

Boy Almost unwatchable. www.H0RR0RH0UND.com

Fun FSCt- Troma was sued by the MPAA for falsely releasing unrated prints of Bloodsucking Freaks marked “R".



^ A misunderstood inbred chainsaw-wielding maniac

with a cannibalistic He crafts masks out of human flesh with the leftovers being

used as home decor (among other things). Is it to insight fear, cover a disfigurement, or

become his victim? Leatherface's tme identity has remained a mystery. Only with the

recent remake of the classic film are

we shown the face behind the mask

for the very first time. While this was

of course not his original creator's

decision we are still left to ponder

what Leatherface’s reasons for don-

ning such a horrific visage could

have been.

Robert A. Bums constructed all

the original (three) masks seen in

the 1974 The Texas Chainsaw

Massacre. The one we first see

(most) in the film is referred to as

the ‘Killing Mask’ due to all of the

murders In the film be committed

while wearing this mask. The sec-

ond was the ‘Old Lady Mask'. While

sporting this guise Leatherface is

seen acting as a surrogate mother

to the family, right down to wearing women's clothing. The third was the ‘Pretty Woman
Mask' seen during the dinner scene: caked with make-up and lipstick. This mask accom-

panied with a dress suit is a representation of getting “all dressed up" for the family’s

“unexpected dinner guest". These gory masks were truly the most startling images to pen-

etrate movie theaters across the world (for that time). Leatherface became a true horror

movie icon and his appearance continues to inspire the horror film genre to this day.

A mixture of fiberglass insulation surrounded by latex rubber was used to create the

translucent styled leather-looking one-of-a-kind masks. The short aging process even

brought out ttie decomposing skin tones no paint could reproduce. There is no question

that the mask and props seen in the film (complimented with the grainy look of the picture

and psychotic storyline) continues to stain the brain of anyone who views the film. Are

these dead skin hero masks still in existence today? The question was answered for

HorrorHourjc/ before it was even posed. Edwin Neal (the Hitchhiker from the original TCM)

sold off a number of props and two of the original hero masks (‘Old Lady Mask’ and ‘Pretty

Woman') through Heritage Auctions on July 17, 2004 in Dallas, Texas. We asked Ed to

give us the facts on how he came into possession of these historic horror film treasures;

and if he could help clear up the mystery behind them:

"Action Furniture in Austin, Texas obtained ttie units when Mr. Hopeless quit paying

his storage charges. A scene designer friend of mine, Michael Sullivan, was passing by

and saw the stuff on the curb in

front of the furniture company and

called me early that morning. They

were at that point of selling off the

stuff by the box! With nary a clue to

any of it’s significance... everything

was there... “Peter, Paul, and Mary

doc!"... Farrah Fawcett's first com-

mercial... “Eggshells" (Tobe

Hooper's first “epic"), etc... I quickly

went over and purchased every

box that was still there with my life

savings of $432.18. I was able to

track down some of the boxes that

had been sold, INCLUDING theA&

B roils of the original film that some

yahoos were gonna cut up and “re-

edit" to make ‘ffunny" home movies.

With the help of another industry

friend, the legendary movie director/poster dealer, Ronald Moore, we were able to trade

STACKS of movie passes from a theater Ron was working for and we got a lot of the stuff

back, the DAY before they started chopping. Hope this dears up some of the mystery...

although, as a screenwriter, I strongly vote to perpetuate the myth of me arm-wrestling

Dame Hooper in the front yard... whoo dogies... that’d be a scene, would’nt it!? I’m grab-

bin’ boxes and throwing 'em in my '79 Deville trunk... and she’s poundin’ on my bum with

a broken chainsaw chain!! Now THAT I can sell... hell, ole Mikey Bay gimme at least a hun-

nert bucks fer that concept!"

The original Killing Machine mask was purchased by a fan named Randy Carpenter a

few years ago. Brad Shellady. the producer of Texas Chain Saw Massacre: A Family

Portrait originally purchased the mask directly from Bob Bums. Brad owned the mask for

a number of years and then sold it to Randy in June of 2001 via an online (eBay) auction.

Randy is also the lucky owner of the original "Black Maria" truck door that Leatherface

(Gunnar Hansen) sawed on in the original movie. Here is what he has disclosed at

www.TexasChainsawMassacre.net about his amazing purchase: “When I got the mask.

Far left; Heritage Auctions sold two of the three

screen used masks from the original Texas

Chainsaw Massacre in July of 2004. The 'Killing

Mask' (shown to the far right) is the only mask

that has circulated after the film's producton

(moving from the hands of Production Designer

Bob Bums to documentarian Brad Shellady to coF

lector Randy Carpenter). Sample masks (not seen m
the film) may be in circulation as well. The two Heritage

Auctioned masks whereabouts are now unknown, but

fans of film will definitely want to keep an eye on Hertiage

{via their official website) at www.heritageauctions.com

for rare movie props, posters and other collectibles that

regularly become available.

Did You Know? The financing for TCM reportedly came from the profits of the adult movie Deep Throat.



Shown below is a cast photo from the

onginal Chainsaw Massacre inducting

Leatherface (Gunnar Hansen) weanng

the Old Lady Mask', the late great Jim

Siedow, The Hitchhiker (Edwin Neil) and

their Grandparents.

Special thanks toTIm Harden.

^Ectwin Neal, Randy Carpenter and^

lAUtlDns.

JVThe 1990 issu^H
: ’ Don Post

Leatherface and

Grandpa masks

(loosely based on the

original TCM} and the

recently released Ruble's

mask (now available).

Brad Shellady told me that he purchased it from Bob

Bums and that Bob had it in a shoe box in his closet for

many years up until he sold it to Brad. When Brad got

it, Bob had sprayed it with some kind of sealant to pre-

serve it while on a styrofoam head. When it dried the

mask became rock hard and is stuck on the head so

you can't remove it I'm just glad I have it and I’m never

going to sell it to any museum. If I sell it later, which I

won't, it will be to another die hard fan like me who will

take great care of it.

While very few licensed masks were produced for

The Texas Chainsaw Massacre. Don Post Studios did

release the very first TCM Leatherface mask in 1990

and ironically it looked nottiing like the maniac from the

original film. A Grandpa mask was also released at the

same time by Don Post with a much better likeness to

the film character. It took 15 years before

fans received a new Leatherface mask. In

2005 the newly designed mask was

released by Ruble's styled after the ‘Killing

Mask' seen in the original film. Leatherface:

The Texas Chainsaw Massacre part III saw

licensed mail-order masks available in hor-

ror magazines released during the ‘90s.

Many new masks for tfie 2003 TCM remake

film are also currently available from

Rubies, along with two new Texas

Chainsaw Massacre: The Beginning masks

(available this Halloween). 4!lr

I

Ben Scnvens created Fnght-Rags in August 2003 as a

creative outlet. Combining his love o< horror movies with his

passion for graphic design Ben sketched out an idea that was

a parody on the “What Would Jesus Do' religious marketing

campaign that had been played out for sometime. Utilizing a

hockey mask in place o< the 'J' he Ihougnt it would look pretty

cool on a shirt. The response on various message boards was

quite surprising as many people kked it and his other designs.

Because the designs were so well received (or out of des-.

peration) Fnght-Rags was bom The name, logo, and the web-

site were made from scrateh that Labor Day weekend in 2003.

After charging $600 on his credit card to prim the first batcn of

shirts with no prior business expenence to go by, it was worth

a try. The firsl run shirts sold well and using the money made

on that run of shirts. Fright-Rags released five more designs m

October of 2003. Smce then, the company has grown larger

with every year. The shirts have sold m every state in the US

and to many countries all over the world (induding retail outlets

such as Hoi Topic and through online distnbutors and at vari-

ous conventions). Band endorsements such as Crooked,

DiecasL and Evanescence as well as comedian Bnan Posehn

have also been produced

To the day the business is self-maintained to provide the

best possible service Bi the customers. ‘In some ways, nothing

has changed since I started Fright-Rags’ Ben stated *1 sIM get

the same feeling every time l receive an order just like H was

the first shirt 1 ever sold. I’m also still very much driven by my

passion and love for design andhom3rmovie5...andlptanon

keeping this going as long as people still dig my shirts.'

orrorrtbdnd 51"
QUOteablG Quotes; “l we just picked up Oracula. " ~ Paul A. Partain (TCM)



This issue of HorwrHound, we have chosen for our mask

maker feature article: the art of Jeremy Bohr and his Featured

Creatures. Jeremy has produced masks for several years,

building a name for himself within the mask collecting

community. Throughout this article are examples of many

of the masks he has produced over the years of iconic-

styled horror character. Now that Bohr has left the

industry, HorrorHound decided to sit with Jeremy to dis-

cuss his career in the hobby and shed some light on his

interests and inspirations, as well as how he got his start:

wanted something to keep after all the hard work and that's

how I started on masks.

HH: I understand you are a fast sculptor. How long have

you been sculpting and how did you learn?

JB: I started sculpting 10 years ago. I am self taught

and just learned the hard way, through trial and error.

You have to keep in mind that back then there were

no instructional tapes that showed sculpting tech-

niques like there are today. I floundered for the first

year barely getting anything decent finished. It was

frustrating because I was using a subpar clay that has become notorious for stunting the

growth of sculptors back in the day. My break

came when Pete Infelise introduced me to a

water based clay made by Great Lakes Clay

Company that I still use to this day. Once I start-

ed using the water clay my ability to build up

forms quickly came out. Over the years. I have

learned how to do certain textures from other

artists or just by experimenting with making dif-

ferent tools.

HH: Who are some of your favorite mask mak-

ers?

JB: Steve Wang, Casey Love. John Smith, Jeff

Keim, Ed Edmunds and Miles Teves.

HH: How important is it to you, that the mask

your customers receive look like tfie mask you

offered for sale on your website?

Whst Did H6 S3y - or collect them.

HorrorHound: Where did the name Featured Creatures come from?

Jeremy Bohr: Collecting masks was never something I did when I was young, but watching

horror movies was. My parents were fairly lenient as far as what I was allowed to watch, so

I got to see all the good stuff and it left a lasting impression. When I first started sculpting, I

was focused on replicating all those great monsters I had seen on the screen. After a couple

of years, I started offering the pieces to the public in small limited editions and started my own

website. Because everything I was doing was taken from a “featured" monster on the so'een,

I decided that Featured Creatures worked to represent what I was doing. It kind of rhymes as

well!

HH: How did you get involved in mask making?

JB: It all started In the fall of 1996, when I found a

copy of Tom Savini’s book Grande Illusions at the

library. The biggest help wasn't just the instructions it

contained but. the contact info in the back for sup-

plies. Most of the supplies weren't available to the

general public back then like they are now. Kids start-

ing out today have so many mote options. All this

started me on the way to doing makeup applications.

The more makeup 1 did, the more disinterested t

became vrith it because it wasn't something perma-

nent. You applied a makeup, it got worn for a few

hours and then it got removed and thrown away. I

JB: It Is the most Important part of the transaction tfiat I had vwth my customers. The biggest

complaint that customers have overall when buying mass produced masks is the decline in

the quality from catalog pictures to the actual shipped product. The question I got rriore than

any other is "Will my mask look like the one on your website when I get it?”. Because my
prices are a little higher than what most people are used to paying for a mask I had to make

sure they get their moneys worth.

HH: What determines the cost of a mask other then size?

JB: The amount of time and material that it takes to

make a mask. To be completely honest size isn't that

mudi of a factor in pricing for me. If I have a small

mask that has a paint scheme that takes 4 hours to

complete and a mask that's twice the size but, only

takes 30 minutes to paint I'll charge much less for

the large mask.

HH: Your masks took a price drop at one point. How

do you determine what your items will cost?

JB: A decision to lower prices and maintain the same

level of quality has been somettiing I was consider-

ing for about a year before I did it. My intention is to

try and make the product more appealing to the

casual mask buyer who can't justify a higher price for

a custom piece.



Are Your Tots Twisted?
Following in the footsteps of turring the cute and cuddly

into the scK and demented. The Twisted Tots li senes of cus-

tomized horror ootls) are now moving into the realm of pnnl

Currentty available. The Twisted Tcte cormc booK moved the

deadly dolls from your toy shelf to comic pages (see cover art

below) and you can pck up your own doll arKt comic book at

either the offidai Tots weosite (www.twistedtots.nel; or at their

next convention stop. Currently, the Tots are scheduled for the

Twisted Nightmare Con v Cleveland Ohio later this fall (check

out the Tots website for more information). Shown below is a

sampling of Tots from frie past

HH: What are your favorite types of rrtasks to
,

create? (monster, zombies, aliens....)

JB: It always changes wi^ the times. It

.

seems like last year I was into mutants,
j

Before it was werewolves and the year|

before, zombies. I have had an interest in
,

anime characters for years and I would love to

do some monsters influenced by that design

style, eventually. I think that style hasn’t been

tapped into.

HH: Many of your masks were based on iconic

horror movie characters. Name some of the

movies that have influenced your work the

most?

JB: The first honxir movie I remember seeing as

a kid was Creature From The Black Lagoon and that has always been a huge influence. The others

are The Howling, An American Werewolf In London, Monster Squad, John Carpenter's The Thing just

to name a few. Influences keep coming as new movies are made and new monsters are designed.

HH: A HonorHound favorite: What is your favorite horror movie of all time and why?

JB: It is a tie between the original Dawn Of The Dead and Fright Night. Dawn of the Dead was the

first R rated movie that I saw when I was young and back then the novelty of the gore was something

tfiat 1 thought was cool. Over the years. I started to appreciate the film for its script and the interac-

tion between the characters. Romero figured out a way of giving the film a realism in what most peo-

ple would view as a completely unrealistic situation. Fright Night is well scripted with many memorable

characters who interact well in a very realistic way. It’s fun to watch a horror movie where the people

in it do what you would do if you were in ttiat situation. I've seen both so many times that I can watch

them with my eyes closed and tell you what's going on in any given s<^ne.

HH: What made you decide fliat now was the time for you to step back from the mask making scene?.

JB: There were a few factors in the decision. One of the biggest is the constant rise in the price ofl

raw materials needed to make flie masks. Over the last 2 years the price of latex has nearly doubled.

When you add the already high cost of heating a shop in the winter and cooling it in the summer the

overhead starts to cut deeply into the profit margin.

Did You Know? George Romero makes a cameo in his 1978 Dawn of the Dead as the Santa Claus biker.

JB: I don’t think that I will ever return to the industry

with a full fledged business again. I will continue to

make stuff in my spare time for more of a pemonal

satisfaction. Over the last 5 yeais. I have been a

slave to what people want to buy and I haven’t had

much chance to do much of anything I want to do.

Now that I don’t have to worry about keeping the

lights on with sales, I will probably work on some of

my dream projects.

HH: Is there anything you want to say to past cus-

tomers and fans of your masks?

JB: Thanks to everyone who has supported me in

my endeavors over the past decade. ^

HH: Can the mask making community expect to see

you return to the industry in the near future?
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Each issue of HorrorHound a short story, selected by the HorrorHound staff, will be presented with illustrations by a guest arti



by Chris Sanders
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Readers can submit their original short stories for review by checking out horrorhound.com - Every submission will be read!
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THE MONSTER COMPANY
SPECIALISTS IN movie MEMORABILIA

WWW.tfOUSf'Of'MYSTERIOUS'SfCRETS.COM I www.themonstercompany.co.uk

TEL: 444 (0) 11 5 8469790 I MOB: *44 (0) 7985 SS8788 I EMAIL: david»themonstercornpany..
31 CYRIL ROAD I WEST BRIDCfORD I NOTTINGHAM i NG2 SIW I UK

VC pliH Pott 4 Pockaging. We Kcept cradlt/debit cards, chequat,

postal and international money orders, bank drafts etc.
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CAPTAIN KIRK
This issue's Collector Spotlight goes to Darren Hughes. Darren saw

his first Myers collector mask during a trip to London (only £40; and regrettably passing

rt up). After returning home Darren soon found about eBay, making his first mask pur-

chase (the Unleashed 75 mask) from Chad Eades "the guy mainly responsible for the

way most of my collection looks today". "Chad showed me the likes of the Nightmare Man

ma^, Closet Monster. KH/DW etc.. I was then mega hooked on Myers masks arxJ Chad

did a great job of hunting them down for me after I asked him if he could get his hands

on whichever masks." Darren has roughly 33 to 34 Myers masks, plus more on their way.

The SSN Sandman Kirk and the 75 Kirk masks highlight his collection (which also

includes an impressive amount of Myers art). HorrorHoundthanksDarrenfor sharing his

collection with us. and can't wail to see what new pieces may make his collection next.

Thanks to Tomtry PKkamg

Wantyour collection featured in the pages of HorrorHound? Send us your pics and bio to mail@horrorhound.com today!

YES! ***JUST$24”'

Please send me the next 4-issues

of HorrorHound (a full year!)

OR - Just receive a single issue!

(include $6.95 each + S3 shipping for

the single issue option only)

HorrorHound issue #1

HorrorHound Issue #2

HorrorHound issue #3

HorrorHound Issue #4

Address

E-Mail Address

Just fil out this fomi and mail with a check/money order to the address provided. Photocopies of this fomt are accepted.
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Thanks to

TWISTED TOYBOX!

1. Bunny Dead Doll:

2. EvUSpeak Star:

3. Russian Vamp Epc:

4. WWE Of Ponergeist 2 star

5. l.eaii '\ng Land of the Dead

Zombie:

6. Weeks it took to film

Takashi Schimizu's MareMo:

6. dowr» Number of Character

Peter Jackson played in

Kid Myers Costume:

Poltergeist Quote:

This House is

Animal James Gunn

Bloodsucking Freak Midget:

Mail Call Host:

Not Haim but

John Landis/Michael

Jackson Team-Up:

Oliver Reed Pre-Nasty:

New AOD Comic Team-up:

William Lustig U.S.

Horror Icon:

First 24hr Horror Channel:

Old Bey’s weapon of choice:

Hellraiser heroine:

Piper's Name in They Live:

Munsters' ’ugly* daughter

Hannibals’ bean of choice:

Son of Satan.

Fndaythe 13th Part 5 Killer

Sideshow’s Zombie Toys:

David Emge Zombie:

The Horrific Crossword Contest

returns with some amazing new prizes

(thanks to the fine folks at twistedtoy-

'boxnet' Grand prize winner gets the

j
amazing Bug Man costume and a Real

' Skin Mask (A pnze pack valued at over-

First runner up will receive the

Ghoulie mask, and a Real Skin Mask

(valued at over SIOO) and the sggood

ri^er up will receive a real skin mask.

How do you win? Simple.-, figure out the

answers to the crossword (above) and

send us your answere! Correct entries.

are entered into a random drawing!

HURRY! Complete the crossword; cutout write or photocopy your answers (the finished crossword) and maiMn before August 12th!
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M£ZCO~
WWW.MEZCOTOYZ.COM

ATTACK Of THt

LIVING DEAD

SAs!*?e<S

mezco"
DIRECT.COM

Attack Of The Living Dead and Attack Of The Living Dead Logo™ and C Mezco Toys. LLC 2006. All Rights Reserved.

Mezco Toyz, Mezco Toyz Logo, Mezcotoyz.com and MezcoDirect.com are trademarks of Mezco Toyz. LLC. All Rights Reserved.



-NEXT ISSIt
Next issue features a bag of goodies - an elaborate assortment of horror. As

part of our regular anniversary celebratory series, HorrorHound takes a look at

the history of the Return of the Living Dead series. With a remake rumored to be

in the works, we look at the original film in HorrorHound style. Sequels, memo-

rabilia. interviews • it’s all here!

Our Artist Spotlight takes a turn towards one of the Masters of Homor, as we

take a look at the career of William Malone. From his roots as a mask maker

through his work at the legendary Don Post Studios... his fx and tv work (includ-

ing the Tales from the Crypt and Freddy’s Nightmares) to his directorial work in

feature films (House on Haunted Hill, FearDotCom). William discusses it all!

Another highlight to look forward to in issue #4 includes a look at the history

of SOTA Toys’ Now Playing figure line. Look at the series as it stands today

(along with pictures and information on the newly revamped Now Playing series

4), with commentary by company president. Jerry Macaluso. We also take a look

at the hit internet animated series *30-Second Bunnies" as they jokingly homage

some of horrors’ greatest films. An inten/iew with series creator, Jennifer Shiman

is included along with a guide to the series' horror episodes! 'Roadkill: On the

Road with HorrorHound’ has a couple big shows to cover next issue including

the San Diego Comic-Con and Monster-Mania Con 6. Be sure to check back for

news from both of these big shows! Our ongoing series on the history and films

of real-life Serial Killers moves focus toward Henry Lee Lucas, while our

Legendary film mask series glances towards possibly the most iconic horror

movie maniac to utilize “protective gear". We also take a look at the latest high-

end Halloween offerings from holiday specialist Rubie’s. You won’t want to miss

what they have in stores for us this year!

All this and more (we didn't even mention new movie coverage, such as

Skinwalkers, Saw III. Grudge 2, Pans Labyrinth and Young Hannibaf}. Check out

HorrorHound #4 - on sale this September!

Want to have your companies’ products featured in the pages of

HorrorHound? Contact us via e-mail at mail@horrorhound.com or check out

our website at wvm.horrorhound.com for more information. We urge you to

let us know what we may be missing. Fans can contact us about news, as

well - and send us letters, questions, comments and content. Show your ded-

ication to the horror community by submitting your original art, custom mem-
orabilia, stories, tattoos, etc...

convention
CSlendSr

San Diego Comic-Con

July 20 thru 23. 2006

San Diego, CA

SD Convention Center

FlashBack Weekend

July 28 thru 30. 2006

Rosemont, IL

Crown Plaza Chicago O’Hare

(featuring the killers, and victims

of The Devil's Rejects. Rowdy

Roddy Piper. Charles Band. Danielle

Harris and more)

HorrorFind Weekend

Aug 11 thru 13. 2006

Hunt Valley, MD
Marriott Hunt Valley Inn

(featuring Rutger Hauer. George

Romero and a Land of the Dead

Reunion. Barbara Crampton. Dee

Wallace Stone. Michael Rooker.

John Kassir and a lot more!)

Monster-Mania Con 6

Aug 25 thru 27. 2006

Cherry Hill, NJ

Hilton Hotel

(featuring Robert Englund. Rowdy

Roddy Piper. Shawnee Smith.

Angela Bettis. Return of the Living

Dead Reunion. Lost Boys Reunion.

Friday the 13th and many more)

Festival of Fear

Sept 1 thru 3. 2006

Metro Toronto Convention Centre

Toronto, Canada

(with Alice Cooper. Mike Mignola,

Guillermo Del Toro and morel)

Dragon-Con

Sept 1 thru 4. 2006

Atlanta, GA

Atlanta Marriott Marquis

(featuring Adrienne Barbeau. Traci

Lords, George Romero and more)

Genghis Con

Sept 15 thru 17. 2006

Pittsburgh. PA

Greentree Radison

(featuring Lloyd Kaufman. Debbie

Rochon, Reggie Bannister. April

Monique Burril and more)

Weekend of Horrors

Sept 29 thru Oct 1, 2006

Secaucus, NJ

Crowne Plaza Meadowlands

Cinema Wasteland

Oct 6 thru 8. 2006

Strongsville. OH
Holiday Inn Select

(featuring a Street Trash reunion.

The Texas Chainsaw Massacre 2

reunion. Betsy Palmer and more)

Rock and Shock

Oct 13 thru 15, 2006

Worcester, MA
The DCU Center

(featuring Lucky McKee. Angela

Bettis. Michael Rooker. George

Romero. Steve Dash and more)

World Fantasy Convention

Nov 2 thru 5, 2006

Austin. TX

Renaissance Hotel

Have a show you would like to promote in the pages of HorrorHound?

Don't wait! Contact us via e-mail at mail@horrorhound.com

gifci] QUOtGSbiG QuotGS- "What the hell are you doing with a bunch of rabid weasels?" ~ Don Calfa (ROTLD)



Each issue of HorrorHound we take a

moment to celebrate one of the greatest genre

films to grace the big screen. These are the

movies that stick with us, whether be classic

blacA and while, silent, direct-to-video or the

more current scare flicks penetrating movie

theaters today. These are the movies that

instantly grabbed ahold of us, without a doubt

leaving a stain in our subconscious - a true

great- In our first issue we inducted the Lon

Chaney Jr. Universal Monster classic The Wolf

Man. Issue 2 saw the induction of a more

recently film dubbed the first “rom-zom-com"

Shaun of the Dead. This issue, a much darker

and disturbing film has the honor. The horror

of... The Texas Chainsaw Massacre.

Hooper’s original Chainsaw has managed

to retain an unparalleled power to shock and

unnerve unlike any movie in cinema history • it

features very little in terms of actual blood or

special effects. Instead it utilizes a very real

sense of dread and helplessness (as well as

the viewer's imagination) in a situation that not

one single person would want to find them-

selves in. It lakes the horror away from the

gothic neverlands that previous films swore by

and forces it right in to Sie audience’s own ter-

ritory... it’s Texas, it's America, it’s the real

world.

It is a film that documents the very height of

vulgarity, the essence of depravity and the soul

of the macabre - all the while inviting us to view

the proceedings like a voyeuristic witness who

keeps peeking at the aftermath of a car wreck.

Hooper’s movie smashed the sensibilities of

cinema like a freight train and the echoes and

screams are still being heard today with the

advent of DVD, Hollywood can continue to

chum out the sequels and the remakes, but the

unnerving power of Tobe Hooper’s all time clas-

sic lives on as one of the most bizarre movies

in the annals of Horror history... what hap-

pened may not have been true, but the motion picture WAS just as real.

A true fan, we asked TCM2 star Bill Moseley to give us a musing of his memories of

the original classic. What he had to say was memorable to the idea and history of TCM,

and we felt compelled to reprint it here uncut; "One day I saw on a marque of a drive-in

theater; The Texas Chainsaw Massacre. I just thought what the hell is that? and I

laughed and I thought what kind of bamboozle

are they putting on poor middle America? It was

about six montfis before I finally caught up with

it and it was actually on a double-bill with Enter

the Dragon. I had never seen a Bruce Lee

“I thought: what kind of bam-

boozle are they putting on poor

middle America?”

- Bill Moseley
about TCM

movie (Chainsaw was the second movie).

That was in the Combat Zone in Boston - it

was kind of like the Time Square of Boston.

Sunday afternoon [with] a funky fun crowd

there to watch these two movies and we all

hooted and laughed our way through Enter

the Dragon. Yelling at the screen “come on

Bruce kick his ass!' Then all of a sudden
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Chainsaw came

on and just the

opening sound

effects with the

flashbulbs of the

rotted body and

all of a sudden

all the humor

went out of the

theater. A hush

fell over us and

all of the those

different audience members knew that this was

something really serious. Until ten years later

when I laid eyes on Jim Siedow in the parking

lot of the Brook Hollow Motor Inn in Austin

Texas, and had joined the chainsaw family, that

movie haunted me. I spent along time looking

for the zipper in that movie. Quite simply: some-

times a movie will scare you, then you see it a

bunch of times and then you see how they do

something it becomes predictable: you see the

zipper in the monster costume. It looses it’s

power. For me the movie never did loose it’s

power. I can also say thanks to that movie and

my strange attraction to it because it wasn't a

love • it was so scary somehow I was bonded

[to it]. That lead me to do the Chainsaw

Manicure which lead me to ChopTop and to my
career. Funny how that works. I give all the

credit to Tobe Hooper. I give so much aedit to

Ed Neal- The Hitchhiker character to me stood

out. I loved Jim Siedow, I loved the Cooks’ char-

acter and I love him hitting the chick with the

stick in the bag in the front of the truck. These

are like really indelible moments in life for some

of us. I have to say what Ed Neal did wi^ the

hitchhiker really just blew my mind. I have

always been a horror fan. I don't know if I would

call myself a student of horror but I have seen

alot of movies and I take what I like and leave

the rest. Ed really blew my mind. To be able to

follow in those foot steps was a great honor really. He is a great guy too. That’s anoth-

er thing that’s been so much fun about going to some of these conventions. Catching up

and becoming pals with Gunnar Hansen and Ed Neal. I would exchange Christmas

cards with Jim and Ruth Siedow. It was really sad when Jim passed away a couple years

ago.’

When we spoke with Edwin Neal (the famous hitchhiker) we mentioned this issue’s

induction, to which Edwin gracefully accepted on the behalf of the Chainsaw crew:

“HEY, thanks kidz... man... what an honor!... and all this time I thot a 'Horror Hound’

wuz that Rottweiler guardin’ ‘Unca Cholo’s House of Pleasures’ in Lared’a! Wow... we

team as we go... serially, tho' I duz appreciate the inclusion. A kind word cornin’ from

ANYONE in this biz is harder

to find than a Democrat

off his salary, and if yer ever in

Austin, gimme a call. I know

this KILLER place for B-B-

Que... hehehe... stay loose-

gotta saddle up... I’m scoopin'

up the Llorando Twins for a

spiffy lunch of Cuervo and I

Krispy Kreme-.and they don' I

like to be kep’ waitin’... adios! I

Yer sawin’ pal... The I

HitchHiker!"^



WHEATY
WHEAT
studios

QUALITY
Wheaty Wheat Studios is a total turn-key production

studio who can take your idea from the design stage all

the way through production. We believe what we do is

an art and elevate each of our projects to the highest

level of quality... no matter what your budget is.

CONSISTENCY
We are service house that the industry has grown to trust

(n handling their properties, pre-established branding and

style guides flawlessly. Staying on model for us is as

important to us as it is to you.

PROMISE
Besides offering solutions at competitive prices, we

want to build a relationship with you for the future.

At Wheaty Wheat Studios, we keep your involved

from start to finish, work within your deadlines and

strive to deliver you the best product possible.

SERVICES

* Maquettes (from film to animation) * 30 Modeling and Digital Scanning

* Mold Making and Casting * Rapid Prototyping Output

* Paint Application (from prototypes to props) * Full Scale Manufacturing (from plush to toys)

CONTACT

O 818/504.6455

O 818/504.6402

0 sales@wheatywheat.com

Visit us online at;

www.wheatywheat.com


